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Lister Sinclair
Good evening. Irm Lister Sinclair and this is Ideas.
Have you notiaed the headlines recently? April
29: t'Soviet announces nuclear accident at eleetric
plant. Power reactor damaqed." Aoril 30:rrThousands flee radiation threai as Soviet'nuclear
fire rages on.r' And these. May 20: "Ontario foods
contain dioxin. More toxic chemicals in our food
than in drinking water, study says.r' May 21:
'rStudy shows Arctic environment contaminated bv
toxic chemicals." May 26: rrReport eites air
pollution as forest killer in east United States."

Peter Berg
People are now aware that the plaees where thev
Iive are endangered. Not wildernesses
somewhere, not just wildernesses somewhere, not
just the whales, but that they themselves are
possibly and probably being poisoned in the places
where they live.

Lister Sinelai.
WeIl, how do we get out of this mess? Tonight on
Ideas, we begin a new series whieh olfers some
potential solutions. It's called New Ideas on
Eeonomics and Eeology. Over the nex-Tour
weeks, youll be meeting organie farmers, business
people, biologists, eeonomists and ecologists.
Their fields vary, but they aI1 believe that the
earth is a living being and that we are part of that
life. They believe that our technologies must be
made less destructive and therefore smaller and
smarter. And they also believe that in the end,
economics and eeology are just different words for
the same thing: the way we must live in nature.

John Todd
If we don't establish economies based on
ecological principles within the next century,
most of the planet will look like Beirut. It,s that
bad and that serious. I'm not kidding.

Lister Sinelair
Tonight's program is written and narrated bv
David Cayley. He went to see for himself .ome oi
the plaees where people are trying to reconcile
economics and eeology. The Mattole VaJ.Iey in
northern California, the Planet Drum Foundation
in San Franeisco, the New Alchemv lnstitute on
Cape Cod and the Eeologieal Agriculture project
at McGiU University in Montreal. But let's start in
London, England with the Intermediate
Technology Group. Its founder was among the

first contemporary figures to unify eeonomics and
ecology.

E-F. Schumacher
I.would go.so far as to say that the idea of the
Drgger, tne better, the bigger, the more economic,
while it may weII have been a lgth centurv truth,
now it turns out to be a 20th eentury *ytt -- "ileast over wide ranges of application.

David Cayley
Dq, E.F. Schumacher, speaking on ldeas baek in1975. Two years before, Dr. Sehumacher had
published Small is Beautiful. He subtitled it !'A
Study of Aeonomics asif- peopte yattered.i' ti'was
also a study of economics as if nature mattered,Dr. Schumacher saw that people and their
com munities, as weII as nature and its eeosvstems.
were being destroyed by the same thing -_ 1srg.-
scale technology. In the industrialized countrGs.
teehnology had become an end in itself, not a
means to an end, and the result was unemDlovment
and environmental destruetion. But even worse to
Schumacher was the export of this perverse wav of
doing things to the poorer countries of the wo;ld.

E.F- Schumaeher
Let's say you have a eountry which is covered with
sma-ll rural brickworks, such as vou find in
Southeast Asia and East Africa, manv other
places, and you put into that eountrv-a verv
modern,. large-seale, mass produeing fictory to
make brieks. The small rural briekworks will ail be
killed by the competition, the peopie working
there will be unemployed. They have no othei
work to do. Briek produetion will be concentrated
in one huge factory, probably just outside the
biggest city. The country will then be involved in a
tremendous transport effort to get the bricks to
where they are wanted, And as a iesult of this kind
of aid, whieh has happened all over the world, the
country wiII be worse off than before instead of
better and will be landed with more unemDlovment
a1d. .m9re transport requirements, 

-proOaOty

slightly better bricks, but probably fewer brieks ai
well.

George MeRobie
Schumacherrs great contribution was that he saw
that technology was not, as had previously been
thought, a given faetor in develoDment. Ii eould
only grow bigger and more complex. Hesaid, look,
teehnology is a variable faetor. We can do
anything we like with it. We ean make it small and



simple and human scale. Now letrs go ahead and do
it.

David Cayley
George McRobie was Fritz Schumacherrs friend
and eollaborator until Schumacher's death in 19??.
Together, they founded the Intermediate
Technology Development Group. That was in the
mid-r60s. Intermediate technology was meant to
address what Dr. Schumacher called rthe law of
the disappearing middle,t' The fact that biE brick
plants drive out small brick plants, leaving riottring
in.between big technology and complete poverty-.
Schumacher, McRobie and their eo eagues were
looking for that something in beiween, a
technology appropriate to both people and place,
tailor-made, as it were, for each situation. And
the situations they were most interested in were
those involving poor people in poor countries. Atfirst, their approach ran afoul ol the Doorer
countriesr infatuation with Western-stvle
development.

George MeRobie
When Schumaeher first put forward his idea for an
inte_rmediate technology, he applied it specifically
to India. And the reaction in India was ver,,
hostile, beeause at that time, India was in the grip
of the idea that development equalled copying tirl
West as fast as possible. And, indeed, America,
Britain and Russia were ali competing with each
other as to who could unload most high level, high
eost technology in India at that time. So the idea
of rural development and small-scale technology
fell on pretty barren ground in India. Th;;
gradua-lly it beeame evident that Indiars
unemployment problem was steadily growing and
that large{cale technology didn't employ pebple.
After all, it was designed in tne West where it was
designed to displace people. Now, as this became
evident, they began to pay more and more
attention to the idea of small-scale. disoersed
technology which would employ peoplers skills
rather than employing huge chunks of capital and
large amounts of energy which the Indians didn't
have. Within the past five years, therers been an
acceleration of this, so that today, instead of
talking about it as a sort of philosophical problem,
you find in almost every part of India that you careto visit some major activity in the field of
appropriate technology.

David Cayley
Some of this suecess has come from innovation in

design. Sometimes big technologies are simply
scaled down. In one ease, Indian engineers,
assisted by the lntermediate Technolosv
Development Group, found a way to shrink a 2,Odb
ton a day cement plant to 20 tons a dav. The
smaller plant turned out to be more efficient thanits larger prototype. Other times, existing
primitive teehnologies have been upgraded t6
improve their effieiency without increasing their
seale or eost. This has been done with a primitive
type of sugar mill in lndia. These new designs,
combined with new attitudes, seem to be reveriing
the historic decline of rural India.

George McRobie
If you go into eertain areas, you find yes, there are
rural people now being trained to do work that
people imagined they couldntt do. For example, in
the Ranchi area, there are people from the tri6al
areas now being taught to maintain and make,
mend pumps, bicycles, simple rural equipment of
different kinds. you can find in places like
Allahabad, village centres, centres of five or six or
ten villages, where they have developed smali-
scale technologies using local resources. If the
local resources are leather, they start developing
footwear of different kinds. Small-scate spinnin!
machines, AIl sort of agricultural equipment on a
small scale. Processing equipment on a smallseale. Perhaps the biggest, most dramatic
development of technology helping the rural areas
ln lndla has been in the field of water. Now, there
are now over two million people getting pure
water from small-scale technology developed over
a period of about ten years in the form of water
pumps that are made locallv, There are more than
40 firms now in India making a very good living outoI m&klng water pumps for village use. Now,
thatrs exactly the level at which on; can besin to
see this sont of work going on. So in India, ihave
seen a major transformation in the oast few vears.

David Cayley
When you began the Intermediate Technology
Development Group, you were focussing mainly oh
the problems of developing countries. Did you
expeet at that time that these ideas would be as
strikingly relevant as they now appear to be to our
own circumstanees?

ceorge MeRobie
We always had the notion at the back of our minds
that it must be so, because we in the West have
squarely based our development on technologies



that are on a collision course with people, with the
environment and with the world resource base.
Now, that was evident in the 1960s, although if you
said so at that time, you were widely regarded as
some sort of crank or a boat rocker. But people
were saying so, and Schumacher above all was <ine
who did say so. Therefore he said the appropriate
technology that we're now beginning [o develop
for the poorer countries of the world-wil at somi
point become relevant in our own societies. Not
perhaps the same technology, but the same
prineiples would be relevant. We have to develoD
technologies that are sma.ller, more human scale.
that enable a wider distribution of economic
power instead of a eoncentration of it. We need
technologies that are deliberately designed to
minimize their impaet on the environmentl and we
need teehnologies that do not reIV on non-
renewable resources. So yes, it was qu-ite evident
that we ourselves were on that eourse, but in the
1960s during this sort of euphoria of limittess
growth, cheap oil forever and so on, even if vou
said so, nobody paid any attention to you. By ihe
end of the 1960s and certainly by the middle of the
1970s, it was quite obvious. And so people began
paying more attention to appropriate teehnology
for the rich countries ana noi onty for the poor.""

Stuart Hill
I.remember a lovely story of Schumacher being
shown a.eross the prairies, and somebody said to
him, see all this produetion, don,t you think that's
amazing. I mean, this isnrt on a small scale. And
he turned to them and said, I was just visualizing it
in eight acre lots, I mean, much more producti-ve.

Stuart HiI
Stuart Hill is a professor in the faculty of
agTiculture at MacDonald College in Montreal, a
satellite campus of Mccill University. He shares
with Fritz Sehumacher and George McRobie a
commitment to appropriate technology. In Hill's
case, this means a commitment to an organic
agriculture where farms are small enouEh to
recyele their resources and smsll enough io be
T^lnaged- with intelligence and sensiti;ity. InI974, Stuart Hill stBrted the Ecoiogical
Agriculture Project at MacDonald Coltege. He
began doing research on pestieides. Whai struck
him most was how indiscriminate these chemical
poisons are in their effects on the land and on
hrman beings. A piece of land may contain a
thousand different organisms, more than g0
pereent of them beneficial. But Desticides destrov

the beneficials along with the pests. The result is
that all the functions being performed by the
beneficial organisms, like the regeneration of the
soil, must be taken on by the farmer. Thatrs not
nearly as efficient as leaving it to nature, but we
do it anyway because we don't think holisticallv.

Stuart llill
We tend to perceive as if every organism has only
one function, so we look on wheat as producing
grain and we look on sunflowers as producing
sunflower oil, or whatever it is. Now, the realitv ii
that every organisms has multiple functions, eien
things that we think of as not benefieial. like
weeds. So while the weed may to some extent
compete with the crop, it may also provide an
alternative host for pests. It may ettract
parasites to its flowers whieh lay their eggs on a
pest in another stage and control the pest. It may
bring up deficient nutrients in the soil to the
surface, and when the weed dies it makes it
available to the crop. Now, when we look at the
economies of weeds, we just take into account its
one harmful function and diseount Bll its
beneficial functions. And I think thatrs one of the
traps in agriculture is that we just ignore those
multiple functions which are essential to the
integrity of the system.

David Cayley
The integrity of the system also depends on
recycling nutrients which are found in animal and
plant wastes. But the larger the scale of
agriculture, the more likely it is that nutrients wi]l
be lost and the soils gradually depleted,

Stuart Hill
If you take our prairie situation now, it's very hard
to recycle waste. The grain is exported from the
west to the east to feed animals, Now, therers no
exportation of the animal waste from the east to
the west to return to the soil. So werre basicallv
mining the soil in the west to pollute it in the east-,
and in fact we've polluted the waterways in
eastern Canada from pig waste and so forth
because itts very hard to recycle all that waste
material. It's easier to dump it in the river, So
when you have a small seale, it's much easier to
keep the cycles cycling, whereas when the area
gets larger, itrs very hard to manage that cycle.
Itts also very hard to be sensitive and awaie of
whatrs going on in that patch of land. If you look at
the machines that travel aeross it now. and the
person is sitting up in the truek with the stereo.
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completely isolated from the land, theytre not
seeing the earthworms moving around and the
different inseets. They dontt see the early warning
systems.

David Cayley
Is it possible to characterize the overall situation
in our agriculture with regard to the health of
basie biological systems ?

Stuart Hill
Yes, I think in our modern agricultural approach,
we're basically going into debt and we keep losing
that one more ton of soil or one more oound of
pestieide going into the water. The problem with
this is that biological processes do not have linear
relationships. That is, you canrt do a lit e bit of
pollution and it leads to a lit e bit of problem.
What happens is that you can do a lot of pollution
end it doesn't seem to lead to much oroblem. and
then suddenly you reach a biological threshold
Ievel at which everything collapses. Itve met lots
of farmers out west who tell me, oh, I grew so
much sugar beets, say, year after year on this field
without putting mueh on, and then suddenly I hed
to stop putting fertilizer on and then I put this
amount of fertilizer on and I didntt get the same
result the next year, so I had to put more on. Now
Irm putting on three times as much as I first put on.
And this is within their lifetime. Now to me, that's
enough of an early warning system, I mean
agriculture should wake up.

David Cayley
Great civilizations have often ended by destroying
their land. In 1955, two ecologists, Tom Dale and
Vernon Carter, published a book called Topsoil and
Civilization. In that book, they estimated that
between 10 and 30 civilizations have alreadv
travelled this road to ruin. The numbers deoend o-n
which systetn you use to classify civilizations. The
examples ineluded ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia
and Meso-America, Today, although no one seems
to quite believe it, it seems to me that we're also
following this road unless $/e change from an
exploitative to a regenerative agTiculture. For
Stuart HiIl, it means that farmers must disconnect
themselves from the centralized bureaucracies
whieh tell them what to do and how to do it and
instead rely on a kind of attunement with the land
which blends scientific knowledge with intuition
and personal experienee.

Stuart Hill
I think what's happened to the farmer is that in the

practice of conventionai agriculture, they've
given up more and more of their independenee
whieh essentially was tied up with this;bility to
behave in unique ways for their unique situations,
to increasingly rely on distant solutions and
distant experts. And so, for example, with pest
eontrol, there may be a spray calendar produeed
which is a general listing of when you apply
pesticides for the whole of the province, and there
may be a phone-in line that the farmer ohones in
-- Shall I spray today? -- as if only some-body else
can tell them. The trap with this is that the
solutions that are being proposed in these printed
materials and on the other end of the ohone or
through the computer tend to be single, simple,
quick, high-powered, physical and chemieal high
technology direct solutions to problems. Thevrie
the sort of solutions that ean be packaged and iold
and metred out to people. Now, when the farmers
come up with their own solution, they can come up
with long-term, multi-faceted, indirect solutions
that are based on skill and knowledEe rather than
imported technology, biological a--nd ecological
solutions, things that solve the problem over a
period of time rather than instan y zapping it in a
dramatic way. Now, the bottom Iine differenee
between these two for the individual at a
psychological level is that the simplistic solutions
are authored, that is, they ean be related to the
person who solves the problem, you spray thepesticide. AII the insects are dead. "t killed
them.'r Now, the alternative solution that takes
place over a long period of time is one thatrs verv
difficuit to relate the person sotving it -- to thL
end result. You know, they do a little bit of this
and a little bit of that, and essentially they're
anonymous. And to me, that's the real kev to when
one is acting clearly, is ean you solve thij problem
anonymously, Itrs like the aneient saying that of a
great leader, the people will say we did it
ourselves, and if you say for the earth, of a great
larmer managing the eal"th or the farm, it looks as
if the farm did it itseu,

David Cayley
So, here we are at the Pillow Dome.

John Quinney
Right. This is the Piltow Dome. Itrs about four
years old now, and itls the seeond generation, if
you like, of the greenhouses that we've worked
with before, What werre trying to do with
greenhouse food production is demonstrate that in
areas like New England, where we import



something like 85 percent of our food, werre trying
to demonstrate that people ean produce food year-
round and can do it without using fossil fuels or
without using synthetic pesticidesl

David Cayley
The Pillow Dome is at the New Alchemv Institute
on Cape Cod. The man showing me around is John
Quinney, the institute's executive director. New
Alchemy has been a pioneer in appropriate
teehnology sinee it was founded in 1969, and here
we can get a closer look at what Stuart Hill has
been talking about. The Cape Cod site eovers 12
acres of land. There are gardens, fish ponds,
windmills and all sorts of ingenious structures
scattered around the grounds. An old dairy barn
has been converted into a super-insulated
auditorium. John Quinney says it can be kept
warm on many winter days with just lightbulbs and
body heat. Thereis also the Cape Cod Ark, a solar
greenhouse which produces food, controls its own
climate and recyeles its own wastes. We began our
tour at the Pillow Dome and then moved ori to the
gardens.

John Quinney
Werre also looking at the concept of habitat
enhancement, that is, ways in whieh we ean.use
flowering plants, particuarly herbs, to attrBet
benefieial inseets that witl then assist in oest
control on neighbouring crops, And this year,
we're running some experiments with cover crops,
that is, erops that farmers use normallv to raise
sojl fertility. What wetre trying to see is if any of
these crops, in addition to providing that benefit
will also attract beneficiat insects that wilI helD
control pests in adjacent crops. So we're trying to
extr&ct, if you like, or see if there is an added
benefit from one component of a small farm
system, seeing if we can use it in other wavs as
weII.., This is what we eall a eomposting
greenhouse. And it's conventional greenhouse
construction, i s fairly cheap -- less than ten
dollars a square foot. But the novel feature of this
building is an interior composting systern behind
the wall here, and that's been designed to be the
sole source of heat for the buildin[. Composting
also produces carbon dioxide, end thatrs importani
in gteenhouses as well for inereasing the rate of
photosynthesis and thereby increasing produetion.
And we think this greenhouse has got a lot of
potential for small farm use, particularly dairy
farmers or any farm that produces large amount!
of manure that can be recycled in this gleenhouse,

ean be used to heat the greenhouse and also
produce a marketable product in the form of
compost. So at present werre doing research on
this building. We just completed a monitoring
program to find out exac y how warm the buildins
stBys and how well it works and what research w;
1,""{ t9.9o: .This is a good example of something
tne instituters been involved with right from th6
beginning, with the idea of integrated systems orecosystem assembly, if you like. TakinS
component parts and putting them together t6
create- some sort of a system that has higher
overall productivity than the individual parts,-

David Cayley
The New Alehemy appfoach is to orehestrate and
enhanee the productivity of natural systems. It
rnvolves . designing with nature, seeking
imeginstive ways to use the possibilities alread!
inherent within biological systems.

John Quinney
The key thing that really intrigues me is the
concept of using biologieal resources to provide
production and management inputs to agriculture.
rn a sense, you can conceive of an aEricultural
system where most of the tasks th"t ,rie reouired
to produce food can be performed biotogiia.lly.
Therers plants that will fix nitrogen, for exlampll.
There's plants that will extract phosphorous fiom
soil more efficiently than others. ihere's other
plants ca-lled allelopath that produce what are in
effect biological herbicides. Therers animals Iike
geese that you can use to weed certain croDs.
There's other plants that wili host benefjcial
insects to assist in pest control. So you can go
through the whole speetrum of biological options
and pretty well eonceive of how vou can use all of
these in a well-designed landslape to assist in
producing food from that landscape. And what's
nice about using biological resources in that
fashion is that you donrt ineur anv environmental
costs. You can provide nitrogen fertilizer from
am monium nitrate, but that uses large amounts of
energy and it pollutes and everythirig else, or you
can get the plants to do it, using legumes or some
other non-leguminous plants to meet the same
requirement that you have.

David Cayley
Down the road from New Alchemy is the home of
John and Nancy Jaek Todd, both originally from
Hamilton, Ontario. Together with friend and
colleague BilI MeLarney, they founded New



Alchemy. Several years ago, the Todds began a
new organization ealled Ocean Arks International.
Its aim was to put the New Alchemy vision to work
in the countries of the Third World. Their first
major project was the construction of a sail
powered fishing vessel, designed specifically for
third world fishermen.

John Todd
We were aware, both through direct observation
and through FAO, United Nations reports that
literally millions of fishermen in the last few vears
h€ve-been unable to fish, that they no longer have
the fuel for their outboards, the eapital ior their
gear, or what have you, and that this is a world-
wide phenomenon, that coast communities are in
really tough shape. And if you analyze why they,re
in tough shape, itrs because their countiiesr
eeonomies have lost their buying power. Their
currencies have become worthless, and what
happens when these curreneies go soft is that the
infrastructure disappears. Mr. yamaha outboard
motor pulls out, The local distributor doesnrt have
a hard currency, so he cantt buy it. The oil
importers donrt want to import oil because no oners
going to pay for it with anything they can... So
what happens is the economies come unglued. We
sarv this happening all ovef the place at a
terrifying rate. So one immediately says well,
they eould go baek to the old ways. They could
build traditiona_l boats and do it the way they did it
a generation earlier. That argument breaks down
when you discover that the old ways involved boats
being made of teaks and mahogany and rot-
resistant woods. Theytd all been cut down to pay
for the outboard motors and the steel boats and
everything else. The trees aintt there! So that
their biological capital had been used up. So I
started to ask the question, would it be possible to
build a boat that can be powered by the wind, that
could be built primarily out of fast-growing, soil-
restoring weed trees, if you will, that would be as
fast as the motorboats they were intended to
replace. Could we take the information of a high
performance aircraft and speedboat and what
have you and apply that to the needs of artisanal
fishermen?

David Cayley
The answer to all of these questions turned out to
be yes. With the help of a prominent naval
arehitect named Dick Newick, Ocean Arks came
up with a vessel which they called an oeean pickup.
A prototype, named the Edith Muma, rvas built in

Dick Newickrs boatyard and launehed in November
of 1982. It was quite an event, James Morton.
Dean of the Cathedral of St. John the Divine in
New York, intoned a revised version of the
tradi tional _Anglican prayer for the launching of
ships, the Paul Winter Consort played "Amaiing
Gracer" and the Edith Muma set sail for Guyanal
The Guyanese fishermen were impressed. One
even offered to buy her the first dav out. But the
Edith Muma was not for sale. She was the
prototype, and the plan was to build more like her
right in cuyanB. It was there that thinss broke
down.

John Todd
There was a lot of interest in cuyana in building a
large fleet of several hundred of these, becaise
one thing Guyana does have is marine resourees.
The financial community was interested in a
technology transfer, but there were certain
seetors, as I understand it, in the government that
saw this as a liberatory technology, a liberation
technology, if you will, and they didn't want the
idea of maybe a thousand fishermen beins able to
go anywhere they wanted, TheV didn't-like the
idea that they could sail up to Tri;idad and pick up
spare parts for the remaining outboards that were
still fu-nctioning, or slip down to Surinam to get
wheat flour and bring it baek because wheat flJur
w&s, anyway, I guess it still is, illegal. They were
perfectly happy to eontrol the movlments of that
seetor of the society at the gas pump, and so the
dominant sector in the government whieh is, as
you know, not a democracy, basieally decided that
this is not what thev wanted.

David Cayley
John Todd has not given up the idea of
manufaeturing the ocean pickup, but for now, the
Edith Muma remains one of a kind. Shers curren v
sailing on the west coast of Costa Riea, wher6
Oeean Arks is involved in a joint venture with
Costa Rican tuna fishermen. John Todd has other
plans for Costa Rica as well, and hers raisinq
money for one of them now -- a model ecoloEica-l
economy that would integrate agrieuliure,
forestry and fish farming, fuis Uasic principle
always is that biological information is ltre ontv
key to sustainable development in the Third World.
John Todd is also working on projects in North
America. One of them is a desiEn for a solar
aquatie waste treatment ola'nt for his
neighbouring city of Providenee, Rhode lsland. It
now requires only a final okay from the city to go
ahead.



John Todd
That will take some of the worst wastes in the
country, and the by-product will be total resource
recovery, the by-product wilt be drinkable qualitv
water, and three-quarters of a million striDed bas;
a year will also be B by-product from this facilitv.
In other words, we are using the waste treatment
plants to culture organisms that are needed in the
wild, And as you know, therers a crisis with the
striped bass. They are very diminished in numbers,
and they're almost gone. And so werre just trying
to turn the equation of waste around. Waste is bv
us seen as a raw material which we have to bumo
up the food chBin to produce end products ranging
from striped bass to orchids. AnA so instead oT
waste treatment being a costly factor in soeiety,
it is actually an eeonomy creating thing. So if you
walked into this waste treatment plant in a iew
months, you might see, amongst other things, a
eouple of hundred thousand trees. Their roots are
stipping the organies out of the water. So our hope
is to use the solar aquatie treatment technology
and spread it all over the countrv and train
literally thousands of eeologists to m-anage these
ecosystems, so that we can have elean water.

Peter Berg
Planet is different than either world or Elobe.
Planet is alive and human beings are part;f it.
What Itm stressing is that the same laws that work
in ecology work with human culture, and that
diversity is what we should be promoting, not
uniformity. And heterogeneity of cultures based
on their bioregional uniqueness is to me a
preferable idea of the future than Elobal
monoculture, whieh I think is suicidal, by the- way,
deadly.

David Cayley
Peter Berg is the director of the planet Drum
Foundation in San Francisco. planet Drum
promotes the idea of bioregions. Most of us, if
asked where we lived, would reply with an address
-- we live on such-and-such a street in such-and-
such a town in such-and-6ueh a politieal state. But
we also live in "natural" countries, distinguished
by certain unique biological features, and these
are our bioregions. In the last few years,
bioregionalism has grown from an illuminating
idea into a vibrant soeial movement, with more
than 70 groups in North America, For peter Berg,
it all began in a search for a practieat way of
expressing his feeling that our primary political
allegianee must now be to our Dlanet.

Peter Berg
Thatts what Planet Drum means -- the Dailv
Bugle, Planet Drum. It was to start beatins the
drum for how do we think about all being oi the
planet together. And I don't mean in aeademic
terms, but in human popular survival terms, how
do we do this. How do you planet? Now we know
how to nation-state. How do you planet? How
does one do it? And I hed the good luck of running
into the work of a planetaiy eeologist namei
Raymond F. Dasman who had just completed an
obscure study for an obscure egency ealled the
International Union for the Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources that was calledI'Biotie Provinees of the World.'r And so I sot hold
of him and said I think these ideas you're -working

on are right. There are real rnaturalr countriel
that make up the planetary biosphere. Do we start
to planet by identifying the plaees where we live
as biotic provinces -- in biological terms rather
than geopolitiea-l terms? What we deeided
together was that in fact you could describe and
define real biological entities, geographic entites,
brit that these biotic provinces were too large and
they left people out. Human beings weren't part of
them. So we took some of the conitituent idlas. A
bioregion would be a place that has a continuitv of
watersheds, river valleys, continuity of landforms,
oI cllmate, of native plants and animals, and that
had in the past, by at least some people, been
defined as a home place. ln North America, there
were native language areas, for examDle, If vou
get a linguistic map of North Amerlcan tribal
areas, those tribal areas are very much described
also in climatic, watershed, native plant and
enimal, Iandform, soil terms, The ranges of those
languages are roughly what we would ca_ll
Dloregrons now.

David Cayley
Then the white settlers anived in what to them
was the New World. They carved the countrv into
political regions whieh had no biolosical basis
whatsoever.

Peter Berg
The politieal boundaries of jurisdictions just arenrt
compatible with bioregional realitiei. They
simply arenrt. Your provinces in Canada are a
good example of hideously drawn straight Iines and
the United States has some states that are nearlv
perfeet squares. Thomas Jefferson sat in
Montecello and made a map of the Louisana
Purchase and drew straight lines on the map west



of the Mississippi and numbered them one throueh
nine.

David Cayley
What the image of Jefferson drawing maps at
Montecello_says to Peter Berg is that the nation
states we live in are fundamentallv unreal. Thev
loeate us in a politieal idea rather tian a reEion oi
the earth, and he wants us to get back to re-ality.

Peter Berg
We know that bioregions are real. We know that
the biosphere is composed of bioregions. Let's call
the Great Basin or the Amazon Basin one of the
lungs of the planet for the amount of oxygen it
puts for our use. Le s think of the Nile Delta as a
kidney of the Mediterranean. Thatts the wav to
think of bioregions within the biosphere. AII right,
how are we going to modify our idea of society-and
adapt that idea of what a society should be to the
benefit of the natural cycles and natural provision
that exists within those bioregions. Thatrs been
our problem so far.

David Cayley
Bioregionalism provides a new context in whieh to
organize economie life. It direets our attention
not to political boundaries, but to the boundaries
of the natural systems on whieh our economies are
actually based, and by doing that, it gives us a new
way to think about decentrB.lizing political and
economic power.

Peter Berg
rrDecentralizerr is essentialty a negative term. It
means that you donrt want to do something that
you were doing before. You want to de-centralize.
The question would be decentrB.lize to where. and
my answer would be to start finding a path back
into the biosphere. The biosphere is very big. It's
very hard to think about it all the time. It's not the
kind of thing you think about while you're waiting
for the light to change -- the planetary biosphere.
But you ean think about a bioregion, in fact itls the
oldest way of thinking that the human species has
known. Itrs only through the displacement of the
industrial age that people began thinking that if
they moved to the south-western desert that they
would have an English lawn. Now you can,t have an
English lawn in the south-western desert, in fact,
it doesn't belong there. It's a displaced idea of
where you are, Wherever you live, the plaee where
you live is alive, and you ere part of the life of that
place. No matter how short a time youtve been

there, or whether or not yourre going to be leaving
it and going to another place, it will always be that
situation throughout your tife, The place that you
end up being in is alive and you are part of that
life. Now what is your obtigation and your sense of
responsibility for the sustenance and support that
these places give you and how do you go about
acting on it? That is the entire bioregional
premise.

David Cayley
On a ridgetop overlooking the mouth of the
Mattole River in northern California, I met a
family who are living Peter Berg's vision of
bioregionalism. David Simpson and Jane Lapiner
are in faet old friends of Peter Bergrs and
assoeiates of the Plant Drum Foundation. In the
early r70s, they moved to the Mattole Valley --
San Francisco hippies going baek to the land.
Gradually they found out about the place they had
come to.

David Simpson
One of the real eritical things that it took for me
to shift gears into serious activism, as it were, or
into remaking my Iivelihood around the produetive
systems in the Mattole Valley, was the reeognition
when I iooked out onto this river, The first winter I
was here I was involved in trying to write a piece
for Planet Drum about meat oroduction in the
United States. I had read about ihe deeline of the
great civlizations of the world, and the process
was aiways the same -- overgrazing and poor
logging in the uplands and consequent destruction
by self-induced flooding of prime agricultural
bottom land. And I iooked out the window, and the
same thing was happening here in 1974 as
happened in Egypt and Mesopotamia and Sumeria
and Greece. And it blew me away. It made me
realize that what werre up against is the full force
of human history -- of the history of civilization,
let us say, not human history. So that historieal
interpretation has been very critical.

David Cayley
The view from David and Jane's house, down to
where the river meets the oeean, is still
breathtakingly beautiful, but i s a very different
view than you would have seeen 20 or 30 years ago.
The entire watershed has been transformed by
logging. The once plentiful salmon runs are now
almost gone.

David Simpson
In the old days, the oldtimers here aII tell -- the



stories are legion about how you couldn't ride a
horse across the river because of salmon durine
spawning season or across the creek, because thE
salmon were so thick that the horse wouldn't dare
jump-in. .They used to take them with pitehforks.
Really, they'd just down to the river. A lot of the
old guys still alive, theyd go down to the river with
tnelr families and in a half a day, theyrd fill their
wagon with all they needed for an entire season
and take them home and salt them. After World
Wa.r II, the post-war logging boom became
commercielly feasible and teahnically possible
beeause of the development of new technol-ogies in
the war to get into this particular back counlrv --
Y:r.y ste-ep, very erosive, very unstBble and very
distant from markets. So theycame in here, and in
the process of about basically 20 years, they took
95 percent of the old growth iimber, and they took
it.without regard to the future. Huge amounts of
soil, because of logging roads and because of
denuded hillsides, huge amounts of soil moved into
the creeks. Gulley and sheet erosion rills,
landslides, slumps -- a great array of erosionai
possibilities, all were experienced here in number.
Therers probably over 100 million tons of soil thatis Stored currently in the Mattole River, has
moved into the river channel, clogging the salmon
spaw-ning gravel, filting the rearing pools. Some of
our rrlenos nere who &re men in their Z()s and g()s
remember when they were kids, there was a rockjust above the Mattole bridge there, and theyd
dive off the rock, It was 12 to 15 feet above the
surface of the water, it was a nice jump. And none
of them could toueh the bottom of thl pool The
pool was 30 to 35 feet deep. And now, not only is
lle pooJ gone, filled in, the rockrs gone. So you
figure there's 45 feet anyway, 45 to 50 feet of 

-silt

in that particular spot in the river channel. So
you're talking about a monumental change, I
mean, you Iook out here, look out this window at
this broad floodplain. Well, there was a dairy farm
there., there were hayfields there, ther; was
rrparlan lorest there. Itrs gone, man.

David Cayley

David and Jane got together with other residents
of the valley and decided they were going to try
and do something about the salmon, 

-fney 
began

rearing salmon fry in small stream-side halch
boxes, a practice which they have continued with
some success. But they soon realized that
nowever successful they were, they could never
really compensate for the ruined river.

David Simpson
It became our surmise that a healthy watershed
could produce salmon in far greater abundanee
than any combination of human intervention. But
as soon as you begin to consider, how do vou
ilOroye salmon habitat, you quiekly end up saying
that the only way to improve salmon habiiat is t5
restore an entire watershed. Because the river is
at the bottom, the soil thatrs running into the river
off the slopes is where the damagJis being done,
so you have to deal with the slopes. you have to
deal with hill slope erosion. you have to deal with
reforestation. Youtve got to plant trees, yourve
got-to put the old logging roads to bed. yourve got
to figure out ways to dissipate the energy of ihe
water that the roads ehannel into plaees that it
never was before. So we're into a whole bunch of
things right now and werre learning all the time.
We're teaching ourselves new skills. Tomorrow
we're going to have a class in field mapping
beeause we've got to go out and map the biggesi
active slide in the state of California because
welre trying to do something about it contributing
huge amounts of sediment to the watershed.

David Cayley
Is the government supporting the work?

David Simpson
The government's supporting the work somewhat.
The government is only supporting the work
because people like us have brought the need for
the work to the attention of the [overnment. At
first there was a fair amount of resistance from
the resource management agencies because we're
kind of stepping on their toes, or you know, getting
into their territory, or because they didn't tlust ui
-- werre a bunch of irresponsible am&teurs.
They're still somewhat confuied, but thev have
begun to adjust to the faet that people living in
plaees are taking responsibility for t[eir
resources, Invariably, when we got resistance
from the resources people, they would say well,
you canrt do that. We would say well, look, werre
trying to save our salmon here. Now if vou teII us
lve 9an't do that, what are you going to do about it?
And they said well, I guess you can do that.

David Cayley
The residents of the Mattole Valley have created a
web of home-grown institutions to carrv out the
immense job they've taken on. There are groups
involved in salmon enhaneement, reforestation.
and they even run their own high school, where the
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watershed work makes up the major part of the
curriculum. Eeological restoration is a way of life
in the Mattole Valley, and it's a way of life that has
its own cultural expressions as well. For example,
the valley now has its own dance company, and out
of the daneers'feeling for their place has come a
dance called rrHuman Nature." It was
choreographed by Jane Lapiner, herself a
professional dancer.

Jane Lapiner
The dancers are not just strictly dancers, but a lot
of them are involved in the rehabilitation work, or
they're schoolteachers, theyrre farmers -- they
milk cows and so forth, travel many miles on hard
country roads to get to rehearsals, The dance has
been criticized by not having supposedly
professional dancers in it, and the dancers do vary
a lot. Some of them have had some orofessional
experience and others have only Iearned to dance
in the last five years. And you know, with more
narrow-minded professional dB.neers, a lot of the
spirit in the dance, spirit of the performance
probably would be gone, or different anyway.

David Cayley
Recently, Jane and her eompany took "Human
Nature" on tour in northern California. The
highlight was their final performance in petrolia,
their home eommunity. They danced in the
Grange HaII. Huge banners depicting the figures
in the dance floated from the winss -- deer
people, bobcat people, bear people, sal-mon people
and raven people. The sound of the drums
resonated through the old wooden building. The
atmosphere was wild.

David Simpson
You know, you think of a dance coneert as beinq
kind of a polite group of 40 or 50 relatives of th6
dancers.

Jane Lapiner
Serious modern dance.

David Simpson
Serious modern dance, You know, people hoot,
catcd.l, whistle, seream and cheer at this dance.
Itrs a Iittle like a pagan religious experience -- a
little bit like that. One of its foremost critics
described it as I'raw elegance.r' r'Mozart with
fangs," That was one of the deseriptions. The
dance is about wildness and it has thii, you know,
about human wildness and the wildness of the land

and the wildness of the creatures of the land.
Their common eore, as it were. It has this almost
religious depth on the one hand, and yet this kind
of raw strength, power and beauty.

Lister Sinclair
Yourve been listening to New ldeas on Economics
and Ecology, written and presented by David
Cayley. Technical operations were by Doug
Doctor end Lorne T\-rlk. Production assistance,
GaiI Brownell, and production, Sara Wolch,

The executive producer of Ideas is Bernie Lueht
and Irm Lister Sinclair. Good niEht.

PART tr

Lister Sinclair
Good evening. Irm Lister Sinctair with New Ideas
in Economics and Ecology. Aprii 22, 19?0, Earth
Day.

Announcer
Hundreds of thousands of North Amerieans are
taking part in demonstrations, ceremonies and
lectures to emphasize a cause affecting everyone:
keeping the earth liveable.

Pete Seeger
Werre here today because we know something's
gotta be done. Now words are all right, words,
words, speeches, speeches, songs, songs, but I
hope that every single one of us goes home this
evening deciding on something werre gonna
do,,,do...dol

Lister Sinclair
Earth Day: for many people, the beginning of
environm entalism as a mass movement.
Greenpeace and Pollution Probe started up.
Governments got into the act -- in the United
States, the Environmental Proteetion Agency; in
Canad&, Environment Canada. Consciousness
about the environment was raised, but so were
expectations. And in spite of ali the aetivity,
problems like toxic chemical pollution and
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degradation of the soil continue, They even grow
worse. Itrs like the mythical Hydra: you cut off
one head and two grow baek,

Paul Shepa.rd
We qre no better off with respect to the wav we'redealing with the natur'al wortO anil itr.
environrnent todey than we were 25 or b0 or 100years ago. Why is it? Something obviously is
wrong with our solution, We have assumed that
we were rational beings, that we would therefore
through political and adminstrative means take
the proper measures. We aren't doing this,

Lister Sinclair
So why aren't we? Can it be that werre not gettinE
to the root of the problem? Tonight ori IOeas]
you'll be hearing from people whorve thought
deeply about this. In faet, their school of thought
is sometirnes called ldeep ecology.'r Deep
ecologists believe our environmental crisis cannoi
be solved by merely installing scrubbers in
smokestacks or catalytic converters in cars. They
believe we must also dig deeper and re-examine
our view of nature.

Alan Drengson
Deep ecology is an inquiry which attempts to bring
us to a much deeper understanding of nature as ii
is with all its mysteries and strangeness, but also
its reciprocity with ourselves. And what people
are beginning to realize is that approaching the
world with a certain kind of compassion brings a
deeper understanding than approaching it as a kind
of alien being to be feared or conquered,

Lister Sinclair
New Ideas on Economics and Ecology is written
and presented by David Cayley.

David Cayley
Deep ecology is a term coined by a Norwegian
philosopher named Arne Naess. He first used it in
the early 19?0s when he published an influential
essay about ecology. In that essay, Naess
distinguished between two types of ecology: deep
and shallow, Shallow, of course, isntt a term
anybody's like to own up to, so Naess's foliowers
have subsequently tended to speak of reform'r
rather than 'rshallowl ecology. But the gist of the
distinction is between those interested in
controlling symptoms and those interested in
identifying causes. In Canada, one of the voices of
deep ecology is called The Trumpeter. It describes

itself as the journal of the Canadian
ecophilosophy network. Its editor is Alan
Drengson, a teacher of philosophy at the
University of Victoria on Vancouver Island.
Herers how he explains Naess's use of the termrrdeep ecology.'l

Alan Drengson
When Naess was asked in an interivew if he could
sort of state the essence of deep ecology as he
understood it, he said, in response 

-fo 
that

question, well, think of it in terms of an inouirv
that you'ne carrying on. He says, now, of course,you could ask what is the source of this
environmental problem, and you focus on a
partieular one, and you try to find a source, say, of
a certain pollutant in the river. yourd follow the
river back up and yourd find a certain factorv that
makes antifreeze and it releases an efflueni. etc,
etc. And you stop there. Now thatrs a. reform or
what Naess called a shallow eeological sort of
approach. You simply stop there. But Naess said
what we do as deep ecologists is to go on to ask
what form of edueation, what formof religion,
what form of polities, what form of economics.
what forms of technology, and so on, are mosl
eondu.cive to the integrity and the we -being ofpll beings of planet EBrth. Not just human beiigs,
b-ut of all beings. And this kind of inquiry that
Naess. is talking about is an ever-deepening
questioning of our ends, our values. In short, thes6
are the deep questions that philosophy has always
asked, but what Naess was saying is that now we
have to ask them in the ecologieal context with
the ecological eonsciousness that is emerging and
is being developed as a result of the efforts of att
kinds of different people, not just philosophers,
but scientists and artists and so on,

David Cayley
Alan Drengson insists that deep ecology is not a
set_ of fixed principles. It's an apfioach, an
attitude, Essentially, although the term is over-
used, it's a holistic phitosophy. It says that the
wnole ls greater than the sum of its parts and thatwe realize value in our lives throush our
relatedness to this larger whole.

Alan Drengson
With respectto philosophy of nature, what the
deep ecologists, as I understand their writing,
seem to me to be saying is that we find our sense
of well-being and worth not by withdrawing into
subjectivity, nor by denying values that exist in



the world, but by involving ourselves in an active
wey with the natural world, with our human
communities, and itrs through our relationships
that we realize value. So what they're saying is
that if you withdraw into yourself alone, in total
subjectivity, all values seem to go. Thatseems to
be a kind of nihilism. Andthewav out of that is to
become involved with others, otlier people, but the
human species as a whole could still lack a sense of
grounding of values unless it lrakes peace with the
natural world. Nature is not engaged in warfare
against humans, itrs human beings that are
engaged in a kind of warfare against nature. And
above all, we have to come to reeognize that
there's more to self than narrow subiective human
self, and that the more we .ecogniire this, the
deeper we experience this, the more meaningfui
our lives become. And so in some respects, deep
ecology is a response not only to environmental
degradation, but to a very deep problem in modern
human conseiousness.

David Cayley
To get outside of our subjectivity, Drengson says,
we should have direct contact with non-human
nature, and to him, this means experiencing
wilderness.

Alan Drengson
If you go baek to the very roots of the wordI'wilderness," what you find is that you can
rephrase the word to be something like "willof the
Iand,'r that the ancient cultures out of which the
rvord rrwildernessrr is derived thought of the land as
having a will of its own. For intance, the Celtic
cultures, the Roman culture, the earlier Greek
culture, particularly those cultures thB.t were
centred around oral traditions before literacy
beeame more widespread, In the Roman context,
they talked of it in terms of the spirit of the place,
and before you could build in a place, you had to
divine its spirit, so to speak. Youhad to determine
its will, find out what its will was. In a sense, then,
the will of the land refers to the fact that nature
exists in its own right for itself. It existed before
humans came along and will more than likely exist
after humans leave the planet, unless they totally
destroy it. And that other beings have their own
ways, their own will, and in wilderness, especially
in big wilderness, nature is allowed to continue on
its evolutionary destiny without human
manipulation. So in that respect, you could say
that going baek to wilderness, in a sense we
rediscover our own wild nature that's in each and

every one of us. I mean, if you think about how
much of our lives are dominated by cloek time,
which is a totally meehanieal, arbitrary form of
time-keeping, and if you go in the wilderness and
you donrt take elocks with you, and just live by
natural rhythms, you find that after a few days,
something rather interesting happens to your
sense of time. The sense of time you have, or tim e
consciousness, is quite different in the wilderness
than it is in the city. The eity is structured around
the elock. A modern industrial city is in part a
product of a cloek, and without the clock, it
couldnrt exist, And if all our clocks quit working
tomorrow, it'd be all chaos, the whole thing would
collapse. I don't know if itrd collapse. but itrd
certainly be strange. In any case, tha['s one of the
things you find in wilderness. So peopie see
wilderness in a lot of different wavs. Itrs
something in itself that has its own wili, its own
way, its own destiny, but also itrs som ething that is
in eaeh and every one of us as no matter how much
culture has been piled on top of it, there is a
natural human being underneath there
somewhere. So in a sense, that original nature
that is within each and everv one of us some
people think can be discoveied Derhaps more
easily in the natural world.

David Cayley
Deep ecology proposes a return to nature, but this
doesnrt mean turning away from modern scienee
and going back to a more primitive world view.
Alan Drengson sees it as anattempt to reaeh a
higher type of science through what he calls Ia
new apprenticeship to nature."

Alan Drengson
Deep ecology is an inquiry which attempts to bring
us to B. much deeper understanding of nature as it
is with all its mysteries and strangeness, but also
its reeiprocity with ourselves, In a sense. it is a
return to an objective foundation of value for ourlives. That objective foundation is the entire
matrix of the natural world. Maybe I can put this
in another way with an example of natural
farming. See, the naturai farmer attemDts to
farm with a minimum disturbance of the natural
world and attempts to maintain as much natural
habitat and so on as possible. The disruption ofcertain natural functioning of biological
eommunities is minimized in that kind of
agriculture. Now, what I want to say about that in
connection with deep eeology is that this
represents an apprenticeship to nature through
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which he has learned to farm the wav nature
farms basieally, Now to me, this repre;ents the
deepest kind of seienee, beeause if scienee is an
inquiry whose aim ultimately is to understand the
way the world is in itself, then that kind of
observation of the natural world that brinss us the
deepest understanding is the most scientiiic, and
what people are beginning to realize is that
approaching the world with a certain kind of
compassion brings a deeper understanding than
approaching it as a kind of alien being to be feared
or conquered.

David Cayley
Every onee in a while, someone spoils a word for
me. Last fall, it happened again when I read a new
book by NeiI Evernden, a zoologist at york
University. The book was called The Natural
Alien, The title refers to our alienation from
nature, & major theme in deep ecology, and the
word Evernden spoiled for me was "environment.rl

Neil Everndel i
When you speak of environment. that
automatically presupposes that all the value, ali
the life part has been scraped off into the
important viewing subject. It's like a Renaissance
painting where the viewer looks out across this
ernpty world, surveying it in a detached way, and
then you've got environment. Once therets no
involvement, once there's no interaetion with it,
itrs just that stuff. And to describe someone as an
environm entalist, then is to describe someone
who is interested in "that stuff." And that in turn I
thinl< is misleading, becB.use what the original
experience of that individual was that led him or
her to this concern was not rrthat stuff," but one's
relationship to it, onets involvement with it as a
field of self, if you like. Oners feeling of being a
part, of being at home, in being involved, in being
the world - in being. So ironieally, the very
concept of environment reveals an attitude whieh
prevents one ever being part of ever
accomplishing what the originel motivation is, I
think, to the environm entalist, namely a personal,
deep commitment to place.

David Cayley
To Neil Evernden, the word trenvironmenttl
describes whatis "out therer't apart from us. Itts a
word with a whole philosophy hidden inside it --
Cartesian seience. Cartesian science began in the
17th century, when the French philosopher Rene
Descartes split the world into subjeets and
obiects,

Neil Evernder
Well, Cartesian seience gives you a means of
aceomplishing something, but it's a mental trick
that requires that you first of all forget
something. It's a trick that divides experience into
two categories, that which can be handled and that
which can,t. Now, that which can be handled. theqlantitative, it does very welt with. The danger is
that it after a while begins to seem as if thai's atl
there is, or at least that thatrs all there is worth
thinkingabout. Now what happens if something of
concern to you afises which does not fit into thatcategory exclusively, yourre left without any
forum to talk to or any tools to speal< with. Andi
think thatrs where the problem comes in in the
reliance we have on modern science, the unspoken
assumption that only if it can be spoken of in
scientific terms is it worth saying. Thatrs another
of the encouragements to tranilating concerns
into materialist terms, of course, but more often
it's a barrier to ever speaking about the experienee
that moves you in the first plaee, because it
almost seems by definition to be unreal. It is bv
definition unreal if you want to be fundamentaltv
accurate about it in seientifie terms. OneG
experience is considered subjective and therefore
not real in the sense that we usuallv use the term.
So the personal experience th;t moves the
environmentalist in the first place is the unreal
part, which you don't talk about. Instead, vou talk
about the material things that seern io be the
expression of his concern, like polluted water.
Not the experience of the person, not the
significance of the water, but something you can
measure in the water.

David Cayley
Neil Evernden has described a kind of cateh 22.
'!Ve may feel deep concern, even love, for nature,
but when we translate those feelings into
scientifie language, we only betray them. John
Livingston has described a similar Droblem,
Livingston's a life-long naturalist and a colleague
of Neil Evernden's at york Universitvrs Faculti of
Environmental Studies. In 1981, he 

-published 
an

essay called 'rThe Fa_llacv of Wildlife
Conservation.rr It read like a civ of desDair. A
eareer in wildlife conservation 

- 
had eonvineed

Livingston that conservationists eould only get a
public hearing if they based their arguments on the
usefulness of nature to human beings. This made
consecvationism palatable to the leople, but in
Livingston's view, it also undlrmined the
movement itself, In trying to make arguments

and Economics



against the human domination of nature, one only
ended up by reinforcing it.

John Livingston
I fel-t that I was looking at that time, which is now,
really, at something that had developed since the
early part of the century, where wiidlife was seen
entirely in utilitarian terms. And in order tojustify the preservation of species or of habitats of
groups of species, you had to justify them in some
sort of utilitarian way, and thereupon use the
term 'rresourcerr to save that something obviously
has no utility except its very existence

David Cayley
Can you describe some of these utilitarian
rationales that are put forward?

John Livirgston
Well, we must not lose -trwerrmust not lose. note
that -- we must not lose the Amazonian rain
forest, for example, because the Amazonian rain
forest supplies X percentage of the oxygen to our
atmosphere, Point number one. pointnumbertwo
is we must not destroy these forests because who
I(nows what goodies may be hidden there that may
be of use to us some day? Theremaybea treeori
shrub that will produce some highly desired
eosmetic, or there may be a tree or shrub or an
animal that provides some much desired poison. I
onee saw in Florida a sign outside a shell
emporium saying "Rarities unknown to exist," And
this is much the same thing. The Amazonian rain
forest is fill with rarities and wonderful soodies
and things for us that we donrt know abo-ut vet.
therefore it must be conserved. That is as far as
we've been able to get.

David Cayley
So.why canrt we get any further? Livingston
believes itts because our whole culture denies
nature an independent existence. We believe
naturers there to serve us.

John Livirgston
To make any argument, any rational, Iinear,
Iogical argument on behalf of the whooping crane
is impossible in our language and itts irnpossible
also within the overarching system of beliefs
which werve inherited. Beeause the thins isnrt of
any value. Itts probably worth 91.98 if you-were to
weigh it out on some scales. But is that the ooint?
Must we marshall logical argument in order to
B.ddress that which is not logical? The existenee
of the whooping crane is not logieal.

David Cayley
Everything John Livingston and Neil Evernden
have been saying point to a paradox. Our
separation from nature frustrates and subverts
our attempts to preserve it. Their writings take
this, further and suggest that wetll never solve our
envlronmental problems untii we find a language,
a philosophy and a way of life which ou"."onie"
this separation, and this means trying to unearth
the roots of our alienation. Uniortunatelv for
John Livingston, alienation virtuallv defines
human culture.

John Livingston
The overwhelming human speeiality is
transmissible technique. Transmissible down the
generations. That's what eulture is, is
transmissible and transmitted techniques of doing
things. And the most important technique in my
view in our history has been how to exereise soeial
control. I think that everything else thereafter
became utterly extraneous. Everything else
became either meat for the fire or water, or
whatever, and was serving & means of thought and
a means of living that had utterly transcended our
biological nature. We lived in a fabrieated world.
long before before we began to fabricate things of
any particular significanee, because it was an
intellectually fabrieated world, I think.

David Cayley
Why does the praetiee of social eontrol denature
nature?

John Livingston
Because it invites the world to be contained within
the invisible sphere which represents that soeiety.
Itrs like what Northrop Frye says about myth, He
says that one of the functions of myth was to set, I
believe he said a stoekade around a societv and
prevent it from having any further truck or irade
to do with nature on the outside. and to contain
itself. That's what I mean by an invisible bubble
around a society. I think that the more complex,
the more complicated and complex and
sophisticated, if you like, the social rituals and
the social constructs ... if I can put it that way,
become society, the more nature is denatured and
the more meaningless nature becomes,

David Cayley
Overcoming this isolation, says Livingston, means
getting outside of our Iimiting cultural
assumptions, and the only way we can do that, he



says, is by recognizing that we are also members
of the larger community of nature.

John Livingston
I think what we're Iooking for is not so much some
reeipe for the future, or things like that, but a
recovery of that which already exists in us. My
hope, a-Il of my optimism, rests in the fact that i
bleed when I'm pricked and I bruise when Irm hit.
and thank God I'm a biological being, And since i
am a biological being, I still have in me that
wondrous capacity to live as part of a greater
enterp-rise than I, and a greater enterprise than
lltal of my own speeies and my own family. As a
biological being, I have evolved to be inteerated
with. and part of and pa-rticipate in som-ething
thatrs much grander and more continuing than m!
species. AII animals, I will assert, are largely
unaware of individual self and individual self_
interest, largely if not almost entirely unaware ofthat. Interspecies, that is to say, actions of
animals across species lines, between different
kinds of animals, aII seem to me to demonstrate a
mutual and reciprocal and cooperative level of
mutual understanding which is quite difficult to
Irnd even between two human individuats of the
same species, let alone cross species, I believe
that this exists - I know that it exists from mv
observation of animals. I've done lit e else in mv
Iife but watch animals. I know that this recovery
of my animalness is possible and when I am alone
and I go away, I can do this, I|s diffieult for me to
put it into words because words and language have
a tyranny of their own, and so do metaohors and soforth, But I do believe that from lookins at
natural communities all of my Iife and thj way
they seem to work, and they way they seem to
work in sueh a wonderful reeiprocal wBy, that
there is a chanee for us to simply try and recover
that which we have amputated. I believe that we
are a prosthetie being. I believe that our cultures
and traditions are prostheses set in place of that
which we have conceptually amputated, and I
believe that to throw away the crutch that's
represented by our cultural beliefs, realities and
19" g.n, !o throw away that crutch would be very
difficult, But thank cod there is something there-.
I.donrt need the crutch, I am a biological b1ing. I
do not need it.

David Cayley
When you speak of cooperation, eould you say
more what you mean.

John Livingston
I mean effective cooperation, I mean that the net
result could only have oeeurred had there been
mutual participation, and that I would define as
cooperation. Whether itts ehasing and catching
something, or finding something, or feeding, or
whatever. ln other words, various people, Barry
Lopez being the best known one, has fostulateb
something he ealls the conversation of death, I seeit rather as the conversation of life between the
wolf and the caribou, or between the wolf and thedeer. This I have seen myself, The animal
identifies itself as the one that,s going to be
consumed on that day. Thatrs not just effective
cooperation, thatrs utter mutualism, in my view.
This happens in nature daily. Instant by instant.

David Cayley
John Livingston also believes that this kind of
participation is available to human beinEs, He
says he experienced it himself one day, linite ne
was diving,

John Livingston
I'm a great swimmer and coral reef snooper. and
I've done this and had a marvellous time. We love
to do this whenever we have a chance. Ioncelined
up in the eleaning station -- you must have heard
of th.e cle-aning station. The small young of many
species of fish and even the adults of some soeeie!
of saltwater fishes elean other fishes. make their
living by eating parasites off them the wav tick
birds eat parasites off elephants and so on. And
itts like a car wash, and you line up, And I recall
IrnritC up behind a nice, big grouper, lined up
behind him and got cleaned. There was a parroi
fish lined up behind me. you just go through the
Iineup, then they elean a-ll the stufi off yoi, and
away you go, exac y like a car wash. And that I
find is mutualism in the extreme. Thevrre there to
do their stuff, you come and do it, and-you've doneit together, and everybody benefits. In nature,
everybody benefits.

David Cayley
Not everyone can line up at a fish rcar wash,n but
we can all have some kind of direct experience of
nature, and it's only through such personal
experience that Livingston says welll evei gain a
new attitude towards other forms of life.
John Livingston
It can only come, such an attitude, from individual
experience of the non-human. And I don't care if
it's a poor Iittle fish in a goldfish bowl, or a lit e



potted geranium on the window sill, or the woods
outside my window here, or my dogs, or whatever
it is, but growing, especially the child, but the
mature individual too, must have contact with
that whieh is not human and whieh is not of human
manufaeture. I believe that we live in a soeiety of
chronie sensory deprivation, not in the classical
psychological sense, but in the sense that we are
deprived of the stimuli that can only derive from
sources which are not human and not of human
manufacture. Whereas every non-human being is
born and grows up in and matures in and functions
in an environment which is multitudinous in its
sensory information from hundreds or mavbe
thousands of other species around it, both plant
and animal, the human child is born and grows up
nowadays in our cites in an environment in whieh
the contact with the mere existence of the non-
human is systematieally denied. And I believe that
much of the stress and the pathological results of
that stress, as in dominance hierarchy and striving
and competition and aII that, arise from sensorv
undernutrition. And therefore obviouslv th6
sermon ends with, have those children have, at the
very least pets, at the very least contaet with
something, espeeially at the criticaj, pre-
pubescent time, We hear people -- ironieally, this
is one of the crushing ironies of our time. Do-
gooders go downtown and say that people in the
downtown core are suffering from sensory
overload, simply beeause the neon signs flash and
the horns hoot, and so forth. The sensorv
overloads that we turn off beeause we have all
this overload. We are seeing sueh a pathetieally
hairts breadth wide part of the speetrum o?
potential sensory input that we're not overloaded,
we're undernourished to the point of desoeration.

David Cayley
Another route back to the roots of our ecolosical
crisis has been mapped by Paul Shepard. H-e's a
friend of John Livingston's and a teacher at pitzer
College in Claremont, California. Shepardrs also
an intellectual maverick who's dipped into
aesthetics, biology, ecology and anthropology in
his seareh for a reconciliation with nature. This
search goes back to his days as a graduate student,
when Shepard was studying the history of art, His
idea then was that wetd stop treating nature as a
mere resource if we could only appreciate its
beauty. Then he noticed that fashions in
aesthetics change and that wild nature has not
always been considered beautifui. paul Shephard
went back to the drawing board,

Paul Shepard
I dumped my books out the window, so to speak,
and went back to the library and began to read
anthropology in the hope of finding some, for me,
more sounder base from which to begin my own
work. And at that time, it so happened that there
was a lot of new work coming in from the study of
tribal peoples. We had for the first time good,
solid studies in the field of still living, foraging,
which is to say hunting and gathering, non-
ag?icultural people, which gave us a new sense of
the value of the views of such people without
trapping us in the old notion of the romanticism of
"noble savages.rr WeIi, the thing that astonished
me most about it was not that there was a good,
harmonious ecological relationship among such
people and their surroundings, but was that their
intellectuality about animals was so sophisticated
and that their culture contains such erudition. I
remember the amazement with which I noticed
that Levi Strauss spoke of Australian aborigines
as inteliectual snobs after spending an evening
with them talking about their mythology. So that I
was deeply moved by this notion that we're not
dealing with people who have merely vague and
general notions of their world, but highly evolved
stories in which a profound heritage of observation
and thought made connection to the natural world.
largely in analogies between the way in which they
organized society and the way the natural systems
worked around them. So that's where I then took a
whole new g0 degree turn in my own thinking.

David Cayley
You can appreciate Paul Shepardts sense of the
richness of the hunting and gathering way of Iife if
you think back to something John Livingston said
earlier. He was talking about sensory deprivation
in modern societies and said we onlv attend to a
tiny fraction of what our senses can ootentialv
tell us. But hunters and gatherers had to maintai-n
a much more universal aw&reness. Food might
appear anywhere, any time, and they could only
survive by constantly reading their world for
meaningful signs. This ability to rread't their
natural world is what Shepard means bv the
intellectuality of tribal peoples. He thinks
civilized peoples lost this ability when they
invented agriculture and began to domesticate
animals.

Paul Shepard
If I had to pick a kind of moment in human time



when what the Christians called tthe fall" took
plaee, I think it would have to be rvith that
subversion of ecosystems in which we took into
captivity, which is to say took into slavery, other
species. And make no mistake about it, you can
talk about these animals as our great friends and
fellow components in a system, a-"nd you ean talk
aDour your, companion animals and your pets the
same way thet we euphemistica.lly spoke of slaves
100 years ago, human slaves. Nonetheless. the
taking of a substantial number of wild creatures
and turning them genetically into monsters which
wefe totally dependent on their human caretakers
had some extraordinary effects, I think, on our
own psyehology, on our way of perceiving the
world. Because what it did was to crea.te a world
around us which we had made and over which we
had control, and whieh was dependent on our
management and manipulation of it. Now we have
what? A thousand generations of human beings
already who've grown up in that world which
seems to have been made by the will and the
ereativity of human beings, in which the most
rnportant creatures are those extraordinarV blobs
-- and I can't help but use this word becausb what
we do to a creature when we modifv it in
domestication is to deprive it of ail of its iubtlety,
of the richness of behaviour and form which its
natural ancestors had. We cantt leave those in.
The poor creature has to live in a barren world
compared to the environment of its aneestral
forms. So werve stricken from these forms that
which made them most beautiful and challenging
and interesting, and then that's our idea of nature.
That nature then becomes brutish, it becomes
simple, it beeomes something we must manage.
You ean call it stewardship, if you want to, which
is another one of those euphemisms that we hear
oecasionally. We are to take responsibility for the
world, whieh merely says that werre on the way to
either making slaves of the rest of ereation or
bringing it to extinetion. So thatts when the fall
took place. If there was such a thing, it was when
we Ieft the world to which we can never return.
but which nonetheless may give us some important
insights and clues as to who we are, when we left
that world and became settled people with a very
impoverished fauna and flora around us,

David Cayley
PauI Shepard believes that the foragerrs way of
life can still give us important insights into who
we are, and possibly show us a way out of our
estrangement from nature. The kev for him lies in

a partieular pattern of childhood experiences,
experiences whieh our own ehildren tend to lack.

Paul Shepard
Such people reared their children in the most
extraordinary way, whieh is to say that by the
time the child was initiated into an adult societv.
the person's own sense of beins at home in the
world and of being a part of thiigs and living in a
world that was good with a great deal of respeet
for non-human beings, what we wouid perhaps call
a kind of humility about the natural world, wasthe
other thing that struek me so deeply about such
groups of people. And being a biologist, my own
bias was to specutate that hundreds, perhaps
thousands, of generations of living tribal existence
had built into our own genetic make-up certain
expectations about what Iife would be like for us
as infants and as children and B.s adolescents.
That the body and the mind had a program given,
as it were, by our own biological heritage of
assumptions about the way in which we would be
dealt with by parents, by peers, by elders and so
on, that involves certain critical oeriod
experienees. So what seemed to me to be common
among this greatly diverse group of foraging
peoples was eertain kinds of experiences in
infancy and childhood whieh one misht call
bondings, not only to mother and paients and
people, but to the lendscape and to the natural
world, And then certain exDeriences that
involved a religious perspeetive, that involved
initiatory ceremonies and experiences that the
adolescent went through, that moved the
individual to a more mature perspective on
himself or herself in the world as a whole.

David Cayley
Paul Sheperd has laid out this theory at length in a
book ealled Nature end Madness. He draws
support for his ideas from the vast psychoanalytic
Iiterature on child development. But he difiers
from most psychoanalytic thinkers in one crucial
respect, He thinks theytre overlooked the
importanee of our bond with nature.

Paul Shepard
The difficulty is that in spite of the care with
which we have been studying children, the people
who've been doing it have not, by and large, been
very interested in nature or non-human part of the
world. So that we have this tremendoui amount of
information, but the interpretations usually then
negleet even the possibility that some of what we
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are seeing here involves some speeial kind of
experience with the non-human. Let me give you
an example of what I mean. In the last ten years,
studies of infant-mother bonding have led to a
whole new sense of the importance of the
naturalness of the nursing mother and the
importance of contaet, of sound, of the smell of
the mother, of the taste of the milk, of the
amount of time that the infant spends with its
mother, that seems to be essential for the rest of
the childrs and the adult's behaviour for it to come
into a world with confidence that there is a
protective, informing pa-rtner who is nourishing
and who is beautiful and who is there. What we
then go on to do, however, is to assume that what
the young ehild does with this is to grow largely
into a totally human context. And yet, we have all
this information on children in places and children
in play which suggests that what they are in fact
doing is transferring the features of that infant-
mother bond to some kind of larger matrir<. That
is, in the third to tenth year of childhood, there is
a kind of attachment to place or places apparent
in the everyday lives of children, what would be
ealled perhaps imprinting. A plaee is somehow
imprinted after the model of the mother as
proteetive, as interesting, as communicating, as
nourishing and is infinitely chalienging in terms of
exploring these bonds that bind it to it. Now if
there is anything to such a hypothesis, it would
imply that what the child needs in that little
period of its life is the same kind of opportunity
for bonding to and parental and social facilitation
of that conneetedness and that bonding to place
th&t we are giving the infant now with his mother,
That what is going on in terms of this infancy
bonding with the mother and the ehild's bonding
with place are creating in the child the terms
which will serve as metaphors that will serve as
the images and the poetic language for ereating a
total universe, a cosmos, when they come to
adoleseence. How else do we talk about ultirnate
things? We talk about paradise, we talk about a
Iandscape. It looks Iike a pastoral garden, AII of
the ultimate imagery of what we believe to be
finally possible and true about the universe
requires a language or other signs and images that
come back to soeial and ecological relationships
of infancy and childhood.

David Cayley
The people you've been listening to so far can be
loosely grouped under the banner of deep ecology.
Murray Bookchin sails under a different flag. He

calls his philosophy 'rsocial ecology.rr Bookchin
began his intelleetual career as a Marxist. Then he
was drawn to ecology, and in the process, he
rejected his earlier Marxism, particularly the idea
that human freedom depends on the domination of
nature. This led him to formulate social ecology,
Its central idea is that we oppress nature because
lve oppress one another.

Murray Bookchin
What Irm claiming is that unless we eliminate
soeial domination, that is to say, the domination
of human by human, we will never eliminate a
sensibility that entails the domination of nature,
and with that, eliminate the sources, at least so
far as our mentality is concerned of the ecological
crisis we have today. That's why I speak in terms
of social ecology, not deep ecology, because I
donrt know what's deeper than deep ecology or
what is the deepest eeology of all the deep
ecologies floating around. But I do know that the
relationship of the eeological problem to the
social problem, namely soeial ecology, is the real
issue werre faced with todav.

David Cayley
Can you explain more fully why the domination of
nature follows from the domination of human
beings by other human beings.

Murray Bookchin
WeIl, it creates a mentality of domination. We
stsrt looking first at people as objects to be
mobilized and controlled and manipulated, and
then afterwards we extend that out into that
revered worId, the natural world which is supposed
to be the source of so many of our pagan deities.
In point of fact, nature remained a revered and
enchanted area long after people became
disenchanted objects for building pyramids, roads,
temples and so on, or to be destroyed in
gladiatorial battles in Roman arenas. Nature
eame later. The Marxian scheme and in fact the
Iiberal scheme works with the notion that in order
to dominate nature and eontrol natupe. we have to
dominate people, whereas I have reversed that, So
the Marxian scheme would work with the idea that
we cannot have freedom until we dominate nature
completely. Then afterwards, human beings will
be free to do all these beautiful thines that human
beings are eapable of doing. Irve 'reversed 

the
argument myseu. Until we have social freedom,
welll never enter into a balance with the natural
world.



David Cayley
The essence of Murray Bookchinrs approach is his
refusal to divide soeiety from natuie. He sees
evolution as nB.ture grading into society, and
society as built on biologieal foundations.

Murray Bookchin
I dontt see separations, oppositions between the
two. People don't think that way today, and they
havenrt thought that way more or less for
thousands of years. They tend to see eulture
versus n&ture. you go to France today, theyrre
scream at you, ItI defend eulture against nature."
Nature is blind .... Nature is c;uel, nature is
stingy. And by the way, these are fundamental
notions that have defined our ideas of economics.
s.oglofogV, history. For example, if you ask for a
definition of what economici is, y-our textbook
definition is that economics is the siudy of searce
resources versus unlimited needs. What are scarce
resources? Thafs a stingy nature. What about
unlimited needs? Tha|s B. predatory market
culture that seems to want to consume, consume.
consumer. So what we've done is projected these
notions right into the very deflniiion of our
disciplines, whieh involves a war of eulture aEainst
nature.

David Cayley
If, as Murry Bookchin says, we derive our models
of nature from society, and if, as he says, theyrre
usually wrong, then I think we have to ask if we
ever can form a true pieture of nature that doesnrt
just reflect our prejudices. Bookehin's answer is
this can only happen when we ourselves are free,
Mumay Bookehin
You see, I believe that when we reach a soeietv
that is truthful, that is emaneipated, we will bL
able to look at nature without imposing
ideological confines on the natural worid. I
therefore donrt see nature simply as a realm of
n€cessity, simply as a realm of fang and claw,
simply as a jungle which more aecuratelv reflecti
our market plaee image of the world than the
natural world, I see the symbiotie element in
nature as well. I see the mutualistic element in
n&ture as well. I see the cooperative element in
nature as well, and I see that especially in the
formation of the human species, b-ecause I do not
oeueve that we could have emerged out of thenatural world as aggressive beings, as
uncooperative beings who could have survived
each other in the kind of warfare we are ceDable
as thinking animals to ereate,

David Cayley
If Bookchin's right and we arentt meant to be
aggressive, if we are inherently cooperative, then
how can we learn to behave cooperatively? He
argues we can do it by reversing our thinking about
nature, and for once, foltowing its lead. Natural
systems_t€nd towards complexity and diversity, so
we should emphasize those values in our social
lives. But at the moment, Bookchin says, we,re
moving in the opposite direction.

Mumay Bookchin
When I talk about ecologieal ethies, and I
emphasize the need for diversity, the need for
complexity, Irm talking about moving with the
main thrust of evolutionary development, not only
naturally but culturally. toCay, we u.".uu".ringthat whole evolutionary development and
replacing organic ties and the rich varietv of
assoeiations by very synthetie and inorganie dnes.
Werre putting maehinery in place of the biosphere.
we're putting chemieals in the plaee of weti
buffered forms of deeaying material that can be
assimilated by soil and assimilated bv the
biosphere generally, we're creating toxie waste
dumps, and with that we are simplfying the human
splrit as well. Thatrs very important for me.
We're ereating people who have been, as it were.
eviscerated psychologically of ait tne rieli
complexity of history, eulture, and who respond to
the brute stimuli of TV and the mass media, We
are turning back the cloek socially, and werre
turning back the clock biotically, organicaliy.

David Cayley

thil sounds pretty depressing, but Murray
Bookchin hasn't lost hope at all, In fact, hers been
particularly heartened by the emergence of Green
parties in Europe and more recentlv in North
America. Bookchin has personal frijnds among
the German Greens, and he's also been active ii
the formation of the North American Green
movement. To him, the Greens are social ecology
in action.

Murray Bookchin
The Greens, I think, are bringing things together,
or could bring things together. That's whaa I like.
In the r60s and through the r?0s, and even until well
into the '70s, separate movements emersed. First
you had the counter culture whieh wal going to
save the world with love, I think vou can lave-the
world with love, by the way, But which sort
became a little of a caricature of itself. you also



had the New Left and the civil rights movement.
But they all appeared in the sense of special
interest groups, and even subcultures. And then
you had the emergence of the environmental and
feminist movements, but the two were for a while
separated from each other. And then you had the
emergence of the anti-nuclear and peace
movement and eommunity movements, eitizens'
initiatives. What I like about Green politics is thatall of these can be seen as phases in the
development of a more unified approach that
embraces all of them. That's what excites me
about them.

David Cayley
Green politics is still in its infancv in North
Ameriea, so itrs a little early to tell if it reBtly is
soejal ecology in action. In fact, eeological
philosophy generally is still in its infaney, and as
you heard tonight, everyone involved in it has a
different way of approaching our reconciliation
with nature. PauI Shepard, for instanee, hopes rve
can learn a different way of being from hunting
and gathering cultures, while John Livingstoi
seems to believe that culture itself is a form of
alienation. AIan Drengson says we must get
outside-of society to uncover our natural bei-ng,
while Murry Bookchin stresses that societv itseli
is a product of nature. But within these 

-diverse

views, therers at least one point of unity. Deep
ecologists and social ecologists alike believe that
we can only fully address our environmental crisis
by first finding the cultural and historical roots of
the problem. And to al1 of them, this means
overcoming our isolation from the world &nd
recognizing that in the end, all we have and all we
&re comes from nature.

Lister Sinelair
You've been listening to New Ideas on Economics
and Ecology, written and presented by David
Cayley. Technieal operations, Lorne T\rlk.
Production assistance, Gail Brownell and
production, Sara Woleh.

PART Itr

Lister Sinclair
Good evening. Im Lister Sinclair and this is ldeas.

iraOitionat business has a modei of behaviour. I|s
a very vicious, insidious, cruel, selfish model of
human behaviour, and the advice that follows is
that kind of advice. It's as though you wandered
into a tribe of vicious head-hunters, and vou
happen to be interested in gentleness and kindniss
and relative social values, and they would just tell
you mostly how to sharpen your spears and how to
put suffieient poison on the tips to make sure you
kill your enemy, and how to shrink and drv heads.

Lister Sinclair
Tonight, New Ideas on Economics and Ecology,
part three.

in traditional societies, they never did separate
the human and social from the economic. But in
our headlong rush into industrialization, no cost
was to high to produce a cornucopia of goods. And
itrs only now that werre starting to think wait a
minute, maybe we've divorced the human social
side from the economie side and we ought to start
intermingling the two. And I think the only way
you can really intermingle them is by creating and
lostering new kjnds of economic institutions.

Lister Sinelair
New Ideas on Eeonomics and Ecology is written
and presented by David Cayley.

David Cayley
Thirteen years ogo, the economist E,F.
Sehumacher wrote a book cBlled Small is
Beautiful. He subtitled it "Economics as if people
Matteredr and economics as if DeoDIe mattered is
what tonight's program is about. people, of
course, have always come into economics one wav
or another, but sometimes in rather oeculiar wavj.
Classieal economics, for example, assumed iat
societies were composed entirely of isolated
individuals, or mythieat individuals called
corporations. It held that these individuals are aII
in competition with eaeh other and that
everything they compete over has its price.
Modern economies added the idea that the sum of
their price transactions, the gross national
product, is a proper measure of economic welfare,
Today, a handful of heretical economists, along
with many more inspired amateurs, are beginning
to question our old assumptions about eeonomics.
They believe that it should be about communities
and not just individuals, They believe we need to



expand our definition of economic life to inelude
more than just the goods and services that are
exchanged for money. And they also believe we
need new economie tools if we want to rebuild
healthy, Ioeal economies whieh can serve both
nature and community. Tonight youll be meeting
a. number of people who feel this way. Amon[
them, economists who are drawing aitention t6the informal economy where money doesn't
change hands at aII, a director of a credlt union in
British Columbia which invests in businesses that
wouldnrt otherwise get money, and a business
consultant who says that openness, cooperation
and love, not competition, are whai reallv
succeed in business. But first, two people wh6
have helped pioneer a new way of thi;king about
economics: David Ross and Hazel HenderJon.

Hazel Henderson
Governments at a time like this will be exhibitinE
the polltics of the last hurrah, whieh is basicaJly,
when yourre faced with change, you rigidify and
you redouble youl efforts to apply the otd
medicines. And the way that you know yourre in a
new region of systemic change is that the more
you apply the old medicine, the less stable the
patientrs condition becomes.

David Cayley
Hazel Henderson directs the Alternative Futures
Program at the University of Florida. She has also
written two books and numerous artieles on
economics, so shets sometimes described as an
eeonomist. But Henderson herself seorns the
term, preferring to cBli herself a futurist. In fact,
she has no formal training in economics at all.
Henderson left school at 16 and taught herself the
subject later, for practieal reasons.

Hazel Henderson
I studied traditional economics to trv to deeode allof this highly abstraet language that the
politicians debate the issues in. you know, we
should inflate the economy or we should deflate,
or we should deregulate, and all of this kind of
abstraet stuff, all based on kind of statistical
illusions about average productivity and average
unemployment. And I began to think what we
neeo rs a new map, that this map leaves out so
mueh territory that is new that itls like trying to
drive aeross the United States with a mab from
the 1920s that doesn,t show the interstates and.
you know, you could get lost in all kinds oi
thickets. And so I began to decode economics in

that way, trying to look at what afe their criteria
for judging what in faet is human progress. What
do they mean by economie growth? Why is it a
good idea, what criteria do they use to judge that ?
What does the GNP mean and can we reallv use
that as a measure of progress in this new zone
wnere we are creating with our production
systems a tremendous amount of environmental
damage, we are destructuring and destroying
communities and family life. And it seemed that
as I looked deeper and deeper into economic
theory, most of these important and rapidly
occurring structural changes were a whole lot of
social costs that simply dropped right off the
economistrs balance sheet.

David Ross
My training is very traditional. It's the onlv kind of
training you eould ever get in economic! in the
r60s when I was going to university, And I survived
that and came out, and in faet started to teach it
for a number of years -- traditional economics,
And then I started to get involved with low income
groups and women on welfare and communitv
activism like that, and I realized that what I wai
teaehing had very little relevance to what I was
seeing on the streets.

David Cayley
Thatrs David Ross, a consultant to various
eommunity groups. He's based in Ottawa and
deseribes himself as a soeial economist. Ross
believes that part of our problem today is that
economists confuse the way things are with the
way things ought to be.

David Ross
The biggest error in economics, the wav it was
taught then and largely sti is, is treating it as a
science, is saying that this is the only way, you
know, this is the way the economy works, And in
fact, it turned out to be this is the wav that a lot
of economists wanted it to work -l efficient,
everything is privately owned and profits dictate
what happens. And if ponution develops, for
example, or something is happening in a plant that
causes cancer, unless the costs of those to the
employer are greater than the benefits that hets
getting from producing this way, then thatrs the
way the system works and that's all right. Therers
no moraljudgement of free enterprise. And so itrs
only when you start Iooking at what is sort of best
for society and organizing in a way that what I
would cail social profits, using soeial profits as a



basis lor making economic decisions, rather than
private profits. You have to look at the impBcton
the entire community of an economic action
before you can judge whether or not you should do
it, Then you start looking at that, then yourre into
a whole new field of economics. A much more
demoeratic way of looking at things.

David Cayley
Ross believes this separation of economic theorv
from soeial Iife beeame espeeially bad aftei
World War II. That's when economists began to
aspire to mathematieal preeision,

David Ross

There was an enormous mathematization of
economics, beginning in the 1950s. Most of the
people now who win Nobel prizes for economics,
they won it because they did some lit e
mathematical trick back in the '50s or'60s that
looked very clever. And the minute you did that,
then you shut down the whole -- you c8.ntt deal
with social and political influences once you sta.rt
mathematizing things and using great long
equations and systems that are closed and that.
We came to learn more and more about less and
less, It got very elegant, but it came to explain
nothing. And people who tried to introduce
extraneous things, or what economists would call
rrnoiselr into the system, you know, Iike people
wanting a different system or trying to
democratize markets. tade unions, for example,
were always considered as imperfeetions in the
market model, as if they should go away like a
blemish on the face. Minimum wages,
unemployment insur&nce, all these things are
regarded as aberrations and imperfections, and
theyrre taught as that. You know, theyrre not
improvements to the system.

David Cayley
This term rrnoiserr is a real one, is it?

David Ross
It's a term that sometim es econometricians will
say well, there's noise in the data, whieh means
itrs unruly, sort of,

David Cayley
Therers people in here somewhere.

David Ross
Thatrs right.

David Cayley
Messing it up.

David Ross
Thatrs right. A lot of economists today would
never -- theytre not being Maehiavellian or
anything, they just donrt realize that what they're
doing is eapitalist apologetics, really, is what
theytre up to. But they don't realize it. They're
not trying to be harm ful, itrs just that they've been
brainwashed and in university for so long, and then
they travel with the same crowd and they end up
that way.

David Cayley
Both David Ross and Hazel Henderson feel that
what economics needs is a more comprehensive
and less biased model of how things work. Here's
how Henderson revises the economist's standard
irnage of the economy as a pie.

Hazel Hender.son
I began to realize that their pie was kind of too
shallow, and that actually, the whole productive
system of a society was not a pie at all, but there
were two Iower layers that it was standing on, end
it was much more like a three-layer cake with
icing on the top. And, of course, the icing on the
top is what we all refer to as the private sector,
and we all love the private sector because it's
where we have the most freedom to innovate, to
do what we want, stert up new businesses. But of
course itrs only the icing on the top of the cake,
and it actually rests on the next layer down, which
is the publie sector, and in a complex industrial
society, you cannot have a private sector without
a public seetor. And somebody, i.e. the taxpayer,
has got to provide the roads and the sewers and
the harbours and the police force and the nationat
defenee, and a-I] of these infrastruetue supports
without which the private sector eannot really
exists. So the economists map those two sectors
quite well. But then the two lower lavers of the
cake on which they rest are the third seetor down,
which is the social sector, the informal economy,
a-ll of that cooperative community activity where
we serve on the school board and Darent our
children and do the volunteec programs and the
meals on wheels and the do-it-yourself produetion,
which actually even in industrial societies is about
half of all of the productive economie activity
that goes on but economists totellv miss because
it's not paid for in cash. And then, of course, the
last lower layer, which everything else rests on, is
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Mother Nature. And if you start exceeding Mother
Naturers toleranees and messing around too mueh,
then that starts breaking down and the entire cake
crumbles.

David Cayley
Mother Nature, of course, isn't the only layer of
the- cake _that's got problems. the breiLkdown ofDlotoglcat systerns is mirrored on other levels as
yell - by inflation, unemployment, expanding
defieits, h-igh interest rates. Taken togetherl
these problems produce an extremely urstabt6

another idea which I think is worth exploring. She
believes you can also bolster your local economy
by considering alternatives to the national
currency. Henderson calls these local 1imited
purpose eurrencies, One of her favourite
examples is a system recen y introduced in her
nome state of Florida.

Hazel Henderson
The service credit system, which werve iust
legislated in the state of Florida, is like an offitiat
blood bank of credjting volunteers with work they
do in the _community, so that eventually we hopL
we can give out what werre calling service credit
cards whieh would enable volunteers in Eood
standing in the community whorve racked r_ip so
many hours to have a little plastic credit eard
with their name on it, saying i am a service credit
volunteer and here's my credit card, which entitles
me to ride on the buses free or to use anv
underutilized publie amenity whieh is being paii
forby the taxpayers. And so in every place igo, I
find people are inventing eithei 

- 
alternitive

limited purpose currencies, or they are growing a
home-grown information economy wheie theyire
linking needs and resources, exchanging skills,
doing learning networks, many of them using
personal computers, And theytre doubling up in
houses and figuring out all kinds of mutual aid-and
barter schemes whereby they ean do the onlv
sensible thing, and that is to stay out of the funny
money fast lane. And you see the same non-
money economy sprouting, of course, in the
international trade field, where 25 percent of all
international trade is now condueting in barter for
precisely the same reason. And ieallv what is
aetually happening is that money and infbrmation
are beeoming interchangeable and people are
realizing look, we don't need those strange green
pieces of paper that the feds print, thai tteyrre
not the only croupief that can dish out the chios,
We need some local chips to play with.

David Cayley
ln Courtney, British Columbia, I found an examoleof the kind of alternate curreney HaLeI
Henderson's been talking about, Itrs caUed LETS,
short for Local Exchange Trading System. Its
fgungef, Miehal Linton, got the first glimmerings
of this idea while he was listening to a tatt Uy ttre
late American philosopher, Alan Watts.

Michael Linton
Alan Watts spoke at UBC about 20 years ago, to a

economic situation and one that's
threatening to local communities.

very
Hazel

Henderson believes that communities need to
respond to this by strengthening their abilities to
rely on themselves.

Hazel Henderson
Communities have to begin the very painful
process of unhooking themselves from the
addiction of sitting there and waiting for the
goodies and being told what to do. And so,
basically what it is is trying to assess how you can
really invest in the skills of your own people and
encourage your own entrepreneurs, eneourage
your own type of R&D in your universities, and
work with your own local ecosystem in some kind
of an optimal way. And that instead of trying to
head-on compete to produce more automobiles
and VCRs in competition with the Japanese, you
really do have to understand what Adam Smith
really meant by comparative advantage, and that
was that it was a cooperation strategy, the way
nature works. You look for a genuine niche in the
market place so that you don't actually have to
eompete with anybody. And I think that loeal
governments are seeing this now, that if they all
rush out and try to bring in an automobile assembly
plant from Korea or Japan, or a VCR assembly
operation from Taiwan or somewhere, what they
end up with is simply theytve exposed themselvesa
to this global fast lane, the worst kind of
instabilities, where they have a very quick ride for
two or three years, and then the plant will move to
China. And so the only way to go is to button up
the loeal economy.

David Cayley
One way to button up the local economy is to keep
money at home by investing it locally. Youcando
that through credit unions or other Iocally
controlled financial institutions. and later welll be
looking at that, But right now, Henderson has



student group mainly, about money. And what he
said was that during the recession, the reason that
things had slowed down and nothing was happening
was that there wasnrt enough money around.
Which was quite right. He deseribed in aceurate
and precise detail what happened, and he pointed
out-t_he absurdity of this. He said look, money is
nothing more than a measure. Itrs like a foot oi an
inch o.r a metre or a kilogram. Itrs the thing we
deseribe how much we've got of, not the fhing
itself, Itrs the thing that we describe things with-.
And to say that we eouldn't get on with our lives
because there wasn't enough money around would
be like saying we eanrt build this house todav. we
don't have any "feet." Werve got the wood, ie've
got all the pieces, we just donrt have the feet. So i
thought about that, and I thought rhers right, hers
right.r' But Ididnrt doanything about thatbeeause
who could do anything about that? I mean, are you
going to persuade people youtve got a different
money system, you eould do it differently? Then I
went and did things like a business degree, &
certain amount of experience in business, retail
manufacturing, this, that and the other, Ttrned
up on the Comox Valley and werve got
unemployment. I certainly donrt have any way of
earning a living around here in the conventional
currency. And I heard about a small barter club. a
small barter club which was a group of people who
wanted to connect with each other and swap things
backwards and forwards because thev had no
money. So I went to a few of their mee[inss and I
found that there were some problems with- direct
barter, that you have to find two peoDle who
match up exactly with each other, and io quite
often the only things that can be exehanged- are
rare parts of a person's life, The most part of
their livelihood - food, maintenance, earnlngs -are not handled through those chance encounters
with the person whots got exacfly what you want
and youtve got exactly what they want. So in
order to handle the matching of peoplers needs and
requirements in this lit e group of people, I
suggested thet we put together a small notiee
board on which they could easily advertise what it
was they wanted to offer or request, the surplus of
their needs. And we would then keeD a form of
account of their mutual trading amongst eech
other for them in such a way that they had some
idea of who was putting what in and tsking what
out, you know, everything was in balance, In other
words, we produee an internal money supply for
the system.

David Cayley
Today, the Courtney LETS system has more than
600 members. In the last three years, their
volume of trade has amounted to about $300,000.
I a.sked Michael Linton what Ird be getting myself
into if I joined up.

Michael Linton
When you trade with somebody else in the LETS
system, then part or all of that transaction can be
acknowledged as a movement of !'dollars.rr And of
course these are not dollars issued by the Bank of
Canada, they're just entries in a book of accounts.
So some people have some green dollars to their
name, and other people have a negative account
of green dollars beeause they have spent some
before they've earned it back. And it's just the
interplay between people trading backwards and
forwards that moves those so-ealled green dollars
around and gives you the effect of having another
money in your community,

David Cayley
Green dollars have two important characteristics.
First, they're abundant, they can simply be
ereated at need, and second, theytre personal.
The people who issue them are personally
committed to earning them baek.

Michael Linton
Every dollar in the LETS system is backed by
somebodyrs promise. That actually makes it the
strongest.eurrency in existence, principally
beeause (a) the person who makes the promile ii
always going to be able to redeem it, That is to
say, hers around in the eommunity and the money
he has promised is also around in the community
and he cannot fail to earn it back, if he's willing to
do something - anything. Anything that anybody
in the community wants, anything that he could
say I'm available to mow your lawn for green
dollars, look after your kids, consult in your
business, offer these services or those services, If
itrs something that somebody in the community
conceivably wants and would have the monev to
spend on, theyll buy it. And you have put those
green dollars into circulation so thevtre there,
People will fulfi their own promisej when the
facility for them to do so is there, and thatts the
key distinction. Conventional money, people
make promises and you can't believe a word of it, I
promise I will pay you next week. yeah, okay. If
my ship eomes in, if my UIC cheque comes
through, With a conventional curreney. thatrs the



rule .of the game:
pI0mlses.

Sarah Cnlisto

you canrt trust peoplers

In th.e last few months, I have bought firewood for
partial green dollars, say 50/50.

David Cayley
Sarah Calsto is a Courtenay resident and a LETS
system member.

Sarah Calisto
I have had a beautiful sweater knit for me and the
woolspun. I gathered the wool from my dog which
Ird brushed out, and hers a realiv lone-hai[d doE.
One woman spun it and then I iurnei it over io
another woman who then knit me a sweater out of
it, and that was almost 100 percent green dollars.
There's a natural foods store in Comox that takes
15 to 25 percent green dollars, depending on how
he's doing with it that month, and I go there often.
In faet, I go there rather than shop- in Courtenav.
I'll drive that five miles to Comox because lie
accepts green dollars.

David Cayley
Is participation in this LETS system signifiean y
redueing your need for cash, or is it just at the
Ievel now of sort of supplementing it here and
there?

Sarah Calisto
Yes, it's not reducing my need for cash because my
main outlays are for my housing, my mortgage an-d
my hydro and my phone, and I eanrt uie green
dollars for those things. What this pays ior is
Iuxuries, extra things that I would not otherwise be
able to afford.

David Cayley
Sarah Calisto earns green dollars by sewing,
selling things second hand, working in the LETS
system office and through ehild eare. She's
noticed that people use the system in several
different ways,

Sarah Cqtisto
Th-e members seem to participate on maybe three
different levels, and one is people who are witling
to accept 100 percent green doltars for anything-.
If you say "Can I give you green dollars because I
don't have cashrtrthey sayrrsure.r And then therers
another level, where people want a percentage of
green, a reasonable percentage of cash, say. you

know, they feel like that have to have a few
dollars in cesh to add to their income. And then
therers other people who feel like they'll do it for
mostly cash and out of $ 100, theyll say oh, you can
give. me $5 of it in green -- lvhich isn't realty
playrng the game. It,s like they sort of want their
foot in it, but they're scared. And of those people,
Itd say that the ones who are willing to aecept iOti
percent gr-een, there's maybe a core of I'd say 150
or so out of the 600 or so members there are. And
those people are trading around constantly with
eB.ch other, and then the other ones are stepping
out and interacting with those other memberi wo
aren't willing to do 100 percent once in a while.
But there's sort of a core group.

David Cayley
The Courtney LETS system is still in its infancv.
Right now, only a handful of Comox Vdldv
businesses will even aeeept green dollars. But if
everyone accepted them, Mike Linton thinks it
could change the whole pattern of local economic
development. At the moment, many communities
are chronieally short of cash. As a result. thev're
forced to rely on cheap imports because their're
less expensive than things produced at home. 

-But

if communities had more monev available for
loeal- trade, like green dollars, thln perhaps they
could afford to make or grow some things th-ey now
import. The economic base would be-come 

-more

diverse, or stable, or seeure. There'd be morejobs. Communities could still engage in external
trade, but they wouldn't have to stak! their entire
livelihoods on it. Altogether, Michael Linton has
high hopes for the LETS system. He,s invented a
game called ITLETS playrr to teaeh other
eommunities how to use it, and hers offering a
software package for the system at cost. LETS
systems are also being started in Vancouver,
possibly Toronto, and other North American
eities. Meanwhile, Courtney isstili learning to use
its LETS svstem,

Michael Linton
There are two direetions one can so in a LETS
system: one is earning green dollarslnd the other
is spending green dollars. Consequen y, there are
two directions one cannot go in a LETS system:
one can be unable to spend them, or one can be
unable to earn them. Manypeopledo not coneeive
they have anything to offer, so they are very
reluetant to spend green dollars in case nobodv
wants anything they have. Others are more
concerned rrwhat can Ibuy with thisstuff?r' Like,



Itve earned 500 green dollars, where ean I spendit? Now, they are often more problematie at this
time, because people are geared to irl earned some
money and I want to be able to spend it now on the
thing that is nearest to my hea-rt's desire.'r That is
to say, my B.C. Telephone biII. And B.C. Teldoes
not yet take green dollars. So therers often a
situation where people are waiting for the thing
they lvant to buy to be available to them anI
regard the green dollar as not va.Iuable or
spendable until they see that thing. Other people
say, to themselves well, what ththelt, I'll nave acasnmere sweater instead, or, I will have back
massages for the next six weeks.

David Cayley
In other words, so you let it enter your real life and
say that youtre going to live in the direction in
which things are available to you in your
com munity.

Michael Linton
Thatts right. Yes, like Frank Sinatrars comine to
town, so I go and see Frank Sinatra, I donit st-and
outside and bitch that itts not Bruce Springsteen.
You know? Like, go to the show that's on.

David Cayley
Part of the genius of the LETS system is that it
turns the age-old practice of face-to-face barter
into a viable local economy. Barter is usually
elassified as part of the informal economy, that
part of the economy where things arenrt paid for in
money, a part that eeonomists have often ignored,
Bu,t today, some people are arguing tnat tne
informal economy is just as important as the
formal one, where money eounts. That includes
eeonomist David Ross and geographer peter
Usher. They are co-authors of a new book called
From the Roots Upr Economic Development as if
Community llattered. First, David Ross.

David Ross
I think a big mistake was made 30 or 40 years ago,
when economists decided par y because of the
Great Depression that we had to have a better
measure of economic activity in the country. And
so they started focussing on gross national
product, or GNP, which is the sum of economic
activity that goes on, but it euts short of
measuring all economic activity, I mean, my
biggest complaint with it is that it does noi
measure activity in the household, for example. If
you fix your own car, if you paint your own

building, if you build your own house, none of that
ever gets recorded in gross national produet, If
you hire a big firm to come in and do it, of course
that gets aecounted. You end up with the same
output et the end of the year, that a house has been
Dultt. uut ln one case, you have it recorded and in
the other case, you do not have it recorded. So all
housework, all of the things that women have done
in the past, and people in small communities
helping each other whether it's building a barn or
quilting bees, or just babysitting for each other, or
giving somebody a Iift down the road to help them
with the groceries so they don't have to take a
taxicab. A whole range of things that people did,
but a whole range of things that people did inside
the household. I mean, one reason the GNP has
gone up so drastieally in the last few years is
because of daycare. People who used to provide
daycare in their own homes are now purchasing it,
so that goes into GNP. But nowhere is a deduetion
made for the fact that it's really a transfer, that
really we haven't gained anything, Children were
always being cared for, but now all of a sudden
because wetre paying for it, it goes into GNp, so it
looks like GNP has really gone up, And I think this
is where people are, well a lot of people are
starting to question now that the economic
growth, the higher salaries we have, there's been a.
great cost to them. That in faet, it hasn't been all
a net gain, and of eourse where you have housholds
where both spouses are wofking, theytve come to
realize this very quickly, that a 940,000 salary
isn't twiee as mueh as $20,000, when one person
was attending to home care.

David Cayley
The difference between the informal and formal
economies is not just a matter of who does what
things or where these things are done, itrs also a
matter of how they're done. The informal
economy, according to Peter Usher, is driven by a
completely different set of prineiples than the
formal economy.

Peter Usher
lvhat it is, is we have a system of, if you like,
balaneed or gereralized reciprocity. We do things
for other people on an understanding that
somewhere along the line, that wi[I be repaii. And
in a sense, each generation does that for the next.
You know, people raise their kids and try and give
them food and shelter and education and a plaee
to start in the world, and so on, and they assume
that perhaps in their old age, they might be able to



rely on their chiidren who are productive. people
do things for each other and they donrt say weil,
gee, thatll be five dollars, or you do that for me
tomorrow. Therets an assumption that well, that
fellow's always been good to me and lll be good to
him, or I owe that person a favour because o-f what
they did for me a long time ago. And people worl(
that way, And what's going on then,-what drives
that kind of economic aetivity is not the ambitionto aecumulate, What's really intended is to
maintain the social system in the sense of
maintaining the stability of the networks and that
theytre going to work. Itts a form of security, and
when we don't have that security, we have to do an
awful lot of things to replace it, We have to buv
insurance policies, we have to have old age, you
know, we have to invest in pension funds an'd a
whole number of things like that to take care of
ourselves individually because we cantt rely any
more on a wide network of people to make sure
those things &re done.

David Cayley
The principles underlying the formal and informal
economies are often at odds with each other, For
instanee, formal economic life hardlv allows us
time to maintain supportive social ndtworks, In
fact, the way the formal eeonomy operates often
works to destroy informal networks. Workers, for
example, are supposed to go where the jobs are,
wherever they are.

Peter Usher
The market in labour suggests that we have to
really be completely mobile and go wherever the
jobs are, and that is extraordinariiv destructive of
community. I donrt know how vou can build
continuity and stabitity of community institutions
or family institutions when that is ihe case. So
that in order to strengthen the formal economy,
we have to almost deliberately gut or weaken the
very strength, the foundation of the informal
economy.

David Cayley
For the most part, this gutting has already taken
place. And with soeial networks eroded, peter
Usher says household production has become a
very different thing than it onee was,

Peter Usher
One problem with informal aetivitv. and
especially the way it has been going in the modern
era, is this, I think. And this is a kev reason.

perhaps, why women especially feel very
ambivalent when they hear talk of glorification of
the informal economy. Ifls become very isolated.
If we would go baek to the kind of informal
economy that people had, let's say, in non-
industrial situations or even 50 or l0Oyears ago,
families were much more extensive, communities
much more close-knit. People did things in
groups. In other words, when we talk about food
preparation, child care, the education and
instruetion of ehildren, the place of old people in
society, we didn't hive them off and say you go and
do that alone al1 day. People did them together.
And one of the problems with informal production
and economic activity, especially as it developed
in the post-war period, was that it was terifieallv
isolating. So here's the man in the formal
workforce having a great old time -- well, not
necessarily a great old time, but at least he does
something social. He sees people all day, sees
other adults. And I think one of the reasons the
plus side of women getting into the workforee is
they think my goodness, it's a social activitv. I
can be an intelligent, soeial person. So the
problem with the informal economy the way we've
structured it, by and large today, is that it's
extremely isolating, and aside from the faet i s
not very remunerative and doesn't have very high
status, is that isolation doesn't make it verv
att nactive.

David Cayley
This puts the issue very squarely3 household
production to be attraetive must be social, One
way out is to make it part of the formal economy,
as we're doing now, for example, with child care.
But there is also a possibility of keeping
production in the non-money sector, and in effect
resoeializing it. This h&s implications ranging
from how we buiid our homes and neighbourhdodi
to how we tax domestie production, implications
too large for me to explore fully here. But take a
eouple of examples. Right now, productive
equipment in the household -- freezers, tools,
washing machines, what have you - is taxed as
consumption. The same equipment employed in a
business can be written off, If we taxed both
equally, we would create an incentive for
domestie produetion. The same argument can be
made for ehild care. Tax monies now subsidize
daycare, If equivalent resources were siven to
those earing for children at home. it would
become more attractive to stay at home, and
people working now might choose to do so -- men
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as well as women. The point is, we have a decision
to make about this, and if we want households and
neighbourhoods that are vibrant and alive, and we
want support networks that can sustain people
through the ups and downs of the formal economy,
then I think a case can be made for supporting the
informal economy through public policy. But first,
we've got to take our eyes off the gross national
product and simply notiee that the informal
economy is there.

The informal economy is only part of what makes
communities strong, Their strength comes from
their formal economic institutions as tvell - their
businesses, And in reeent years, with plant
closures and the like, many communities have
begun to realize that if they want long-term
stability and security, theytll have to use their
ereativity and imaginations to ereate stronger,
more diverse local eeonomies themselves. But to
do this, they need capital. That's forced some
people to take a serious look at how money enters
and leaves their communities and to figure out
ways to encourage local reinvestment. One way to
do this is through Locally-owned financial
institutions, like credit unions. Traditionally,
credit unions have focussed on consumer lendinE
rather than riskier small business lending. Bui
earlier this year, the Van City Credit Union in
Vancouver departed from this quite signifieantly.
It announced it would invest half a mitlion dollars
in eommunity economic development. Joy Leach
is director of development at Simon Fraser
University and a director of the Van City Credit
Union,

Joy Leach
Van City has put the chalienge to itself to be
relevant to community with community capital
and to take a contributing role in economic
renewal and the revitalization of our local
eeonomies. We are interested in eneouraging the
growth and incubating, if you will, new enterprise
which is started by people who have either a good,
sound education or experience in various fields
and various industries. So that they may have a
very good idea, they may have the experienee to
earry that idea forward, but may always have
been dependent on an employee salary and not
therefore am&ssed a capital pool that wiU help
them edva.nce the project. We are saying that
their experience and their education - we count
that as equity, so that they don't have to eome in
and have $50,000. They have to come in and have a

good idea, a good plan and show us how they intend
to draw on the strength of the eom m unity to m ove
a new enterprise forward whieh can be expected
to create employment and expand the economie
activity of the region.

David Cayley
In other words, you're redefining your retationship
to the community and putting more stoek in
native skills and ideas.

Joy Leaeh
Thatrs right. The genius for economic renewal
rests at the community level, and we believe that
we are going to suffer an even greater loss of skili
as a result of the downturn in the economy if the
very talented people who have been housed in the
Iarge eompanies are lost or left to go on UI or
welfare, or worse.

David Cayley
Since when has Van City taken this turn?

Joy Leach
This is very new. This is our first year. We have
decided we will only back ten projects this year,
because we donrt want to make mistakes and
frighten everyone, so that we're being quite
cautious, I spent last night reviewing projects.
One that werve approved is for bicycle
manufacture. We're taking the venture capital
approach, but at a very human scale. It's a very
small seale program, and it's the reason werre
calling it seed capital. It relates back to the seeds
that must go in the garden if we're going to
cultivate a new economy.

David Cayley
Van City's first tentative steps could truly help to
cultivate a new economy in B.C, Overall, therets
now $6 billion on deposit in B.C. credit unions.
Add in union pension funds and other loca_lly
controlled capital pools, and you begin to see the
potential. Van City has recently created another
first as well. It's a mutual fund whieh is beins
invested aecording to ethical eriteria, a first ii
Canada. This fund will only invest in Canadian
companies that ereate local employment, treat
their employees well and don't abuse the
environment. The fundrs only been open for four
months, but already it stands at $2 7/2 million.

Joy l,each
Itts a matter of putting your money where your



mouth is. For many people, theyrre very
eoncerned about these kinds of issues, and this is
an opportunity to go beyond. Individuals very
frequently have high principles on these matters-,
but will invest or allow their monev to be investedin the most outrageous ways. And I think i s
Dee€use they ^are disconnected with money,drsconnected from their wealth and don-'i
recognize that everything they eare about can be
subverted if they do not pay attention to what
they do with their money. It's as silly as watchingyour community go down on its knees
economieally, but running into Vancouver to
spend, If you're carrying aII of your wealth
outside of your community, then you're rea-lly
aolng your community a disservice and most
probably yourself as well.

David Cayley
A lot of what you've heard so far tonight has been
about a new economies, a social eeonomics in
which human interests and economic interests are
not opposed to each othef. Itrs an aDDroach which
offends many of our favourite prejud-ices about therrreal worldrf which is supposed to be harsh, mean
and competitive, n&sty, brutish and short. But
according to Michael Phiilips, these prejudices
are just that -- prejudices. Michael phillips was
once a viee-president of the Bank of Calfornia,
Then, in the early r?Os, he began to work as a
consultant to many of the new hippie businesses
that were then opening in San Francisco. There
were whole foods stores, small publishers, craft
stores, even a small circus called the pickle
Family Circus. These businesses were set up to do
something, or share something, not just make
money, and the ideas of their owners were so
much at variance with conventional business
wisdom that many of them couldnrt even get
through the door of a bank to get a loan. That's
where Phillips eame in. He organized them into a
mutual support network called the Briar patch,
and in the process, Michael Phillips discarded his
traditional ideas of business * that you have to be
aggressive and competitive to succeed.

Michael Phinips
What happened was that I did a sample of the 500
businesses, for which I had good records at that
time dating baek eight years. And of those 500
businesses, over 450 had been in business. had
started and been in business more than five years.
The national averege in the United States and in
Canada, in England, is that 90 percent of

businesses will have failed in the first three years,
Itrs the differenee between blaek and white, night
and day. This group of hippies and young, naive
people who didn't know what the traditional
values were for business and had their own, were
stepping into the same situation into which
ordinary people would set foot and 90 percent of
them would fail in three years. And live years
later, 90 percent of them were successful. yourd
have to say what was right about the second group,
and what was blatan y wrong about the first
group, the traditional way of doing business. And
as I look back on it, that's what Honest Business is
about and thatrs what the Bri ar--FEtc-E-frEiG-?r e
realize,

David Cayley
Today, the Briar Pateh has about 450 members in
the San lrancisco Bay area. Membership is based
on a commitment to three basic orincioles.

Michael Phillips
The values that Briar Patch businesses have as a
whole is first, openness, second is cooperation and
third is the reason for being in business is they
love the particular business they're in. The
openness was just their attitude. Those were the
tlpes of people we were dealing with, beeause one
of the soeial values that was coming out of the
late160s was openness and honesty. That if you
were going to deal with people in a comfortable,
Iong-term relationship, you had to be candid about
your feelings, you had to be willing to listen to
their feelings and their statements about you in
order to create a genuine friendship. And that
pervades Briar Patch business. Thev went so far
that their financial statements are ilmost alwavs
available anywhere, you know, posted in the front
of the store, posted in the business somewhere. on
the front table. That openness was a value. The
second was they actually had a genuine belief in
cooperation, willingness to share their resources.
One of the qualities about being in the Briar patch
and having the membership list is that you know
that you ean caII other people on the list and
they!.l answer your questions. And lastly was the
value of that they had to be in a business they
loved, Business is hard, and in order to make it
through the tough times, yourve got to love what
yourre doing. It just turns out, espeeially for small
businesses, greed is insuffieient motivation to
keep people working late hours when therers a leak
in the roof, when your spouse has run away with
somebody that youtre jealous of, your dog bit you



and your iandlord has just sent you an evietion
notice. And those things do happen in business,
and they tend to happen late on a Saturday night.
And just greed is not enough to get you to eome
back on Sunday morning, elean up this mess and
begin dealing with the problems one by one. But
tovrng tne business might get you thfough it.
David Cayley
Because of its suceess in San Francisco, the Briar
Patch approach has now spread all the way to
Japan and Sweden. The Swedes were so imoressed
by it, they adopted it as a model for nationil small
business development, Michael phillips has been
invited to Sweden several times to share his
experience with Swedish business people, and on
one of these visits, something happened which I
think makes a fitting ending for tonight,s program.

Michael Phillips
i visited a little town in Sweden ealled philipstad.
It's in the centre of Sweden, jn Varmland This was
a town that was down to a lit e over 500 peoole
left, The town had been almost ZS,00O. An-O wittr
a group of other people, I was invited to philpstadt
to meet with the business people. There were
about 30 people, and they'd all been asked to bring
their financial information about their business.
And they were very reluctant, but the person who
invited them was important in the town, and at
that point, anybody was willing to try Bnything.
And I said I don't know what good this is going to
be, but I do know an awful lot about businesses.
and if you give me a specifie business, I can give
you an awful Iot of very specific help, you show
me the finaneial information. describe the
business and I can tell you how to improve your
business. Whots going to have the first
information? Well, nobody. No proper, self-
respecting Swedish business person is going to
show their finaneial staternents. under anv
circumstanees. They dontt even talk to strangerj,
and even in a small town, they would never show it
to anybody else. Itts like showing your medieal
records to somebody else. One woman, one
woman, who had a small woollen goods store that
appealed to tourists, said okay, here's my finaneial
records, can you see what I ean do. And so I
projected them on the wall, and I started to ask
her some questions and talk about it, and the room
began to murmur and seethe and hiss with noise.
And the noise just got louder and louder. Here Irm
trying to talk to this woman about her business,
and the noise level is getting louder and louder.

Everybody was yelling and talking to everybody
else, and the whole room was in just
pandemonium, They were yelling at her, they
were running over to her, they were talking to her
as fast as they could. And I'm standing on the
sideline, and I ask my friends and the translator
what's going on, whatrs happening here. They
slowly translated the various things they heard-.
And they said well, here's one guy who said shers
paying too much rent. He knows a place she can
get lower rent. There's another guy that said her
transportation costs are too high. He goes into
Stoekholm every week, herll piak up the stuff for
her, his truek doesn't have that mueh in it when he
come-s back. Everybody was offering her
significant ways to reduce a-11 of her costi and
making conneetions for her with friends of theirs
in different parts of the country who woutd buy
her goods and material and merchandise. Thev
wanted to help her. When she was oDen and when
they understood her business, whieh they did, they
wanted to help her, and they knew how to help hei.
It was this community had a chanee to apply its
community spirit to the business at hand,
Philipstad has been growing since then. I think it's
say 1500 to 2,000 people living in the town, and
the number of businesses has almost doubled in
that period of time. The town ehansed direction.
Now there can be any explanation. -Nothing 

else
has ehanged about the environment. It's still the
same trees and the same low€rade coal and the
same fields with beets growing sugar out there.
It's the faet that these people had the power to use
their social skilis in a new area of business.
Instead of having all the resources in this teenv
town isolated in financial terms. in terms oi
information and skills, they sort of formed one
communal dinner, And in the same wav. if
everybody is eeting dinner separately in their own
homes, it's much more expensive than if you have
a big potluck dinner to which everyone brings aIittle bit. That potential for community
eooperation applies in business, but the first steo
is openness. Your finaneial records have to bL
open, and the potential miracles that flow from
that are enormous, and how it happens is going to
take sociologists in the next century to come up
with a good explanation. All I can see is it
increases the social fabrie, tightens the weave.
And. that's an analogy, it doesnrt really say
anything about what's actually happening.

Lister Sinelair
Youtve been listening to New Ideas on Eeonomics



and Ecology, written and presented by
Cayley, Technical operations, Lorne
Production assistance, Gail Brownell
production, Sara Wolch.

David Cayley
The words rreconomiesrr and rrecologyrr come from
the same rootl oikos, the Greek word for
household. Ecology is the study of the household,
economics the rules for running it. That's what the
words say, but-in praetice, our economy is more
like an out of control maehine that'i rapidlv
reducing the household to ruins, So whet if w;
tried to put economics and ecology back togetheragain? lvhat would be the consequences? I
imagine this would make us think very differen y
about_the economy. We would stop 

-seeing it ai
something abstra.ct and machine-like, and-start
thinking about how it aetually fits into nature,
inciuding human nature. We'd also think abou[
what the eeonomy is aetually doing to our
households and our communities, and perhaps, in
the end, economics could beeome the servant of
the household Bnd not its master. Tonight, youll
b€_ meeting some people who are trying io invent
this new economics - community eeonomies is
what most of them cali it, We'll visit Nanaimo.
Sudbury, Sydney, Nova Scotia, as well as the
United States and creat Britain. In all these
places, people are trying to regain control of their
own economie destinies, trying to rebuild Iocal
economies which are diverse, stable and seeure.
But first a remarkable and inspiring story from
New York Cityrs Lower East Side, Itrs not exactlv
about economics, but it is about a communitv
which rediscovered the qualities we'll a]l need to
create economic renewal: courage, imagination,
commitment end hope,

Slimma Williams
Hanging out on the streets looking for something
to eat and a place to sleep. The police are
everywhere. It seems the police are protecting
the drug dealers here and there, Demonstratori
with their banners and slogans demanding that
biils are passed. Who knows how lons the bills will
last? Stolen e&rs - on the streets, t-he only people
who are benefitting are the car strippers. Night
gliders -- the streets at night, where anything is
possible, trNight giiders the streets at night, where
anything is possible, night gliders..."

David Cayley
"Night Glide,r'by SLimma Williams. Ilers reciting
in La Plaza Culturale, a gathering place in the
Lower East Side, SIimma and the DeoDle who live
here built it for their neighbourhood. Th" Lo*e.
East Side takes up about 30 blocks of New york
City. Itrs mostly Puerto Riean, and they call it

David
Tulk.

and

PART IV

Lister Sinclair
Irm Lister Sinclair and this is Ideas.

People are losing faith in the conventional
economic approach, It's not working, The
governments, the specialists, the planners have
said do A, B, C and X, Y, Z will happen. That hasntt
worked out, we still have terrible problems, and
we have a-ll across the country people in
communities trying to start businesses, not simply
for the private profit of a few individuals but loi
the good of their community, They feel their
eommunity is running downhill, therets high
unemployment, therers deterioration, and they
say we can't trust the government and large
corporations any more to solve aII our problems.
Werre going to have to do it ourselves.

Lister Sinclair
Tonight, New Ideas on Economics and Eeology,
part four.

The Chinese have a word for crisis which is "weichi.rr nWeitr means danger and rrchitr means
opportunity. So whenever they see crisis, theysee
danger and opportunity together. Now, normally
in the West, when we use the word'rcrisis,r'we
think rroh my goodness, everything's falling to
pieces. Quick, letts hold up the old system.r' But
when crisis is seen construetively, it is basieally a
transition between one way of living and another,
or one way of doing economics and another, or
whatever the nature of the crisis.

Lister Sinclair
New Ideas on Economics and Ecology is written
and presented by David Cayley.



Low East Sida. Like the more famous South
Bronx, i|s full of abandoned and burnt-out
tenements, but not as many as there used to be.
Since the early 170s, people have been restoring
this neighbourhood. Theytve been reclaiming
abandoned bu.ildings and tiansforming them int6
nomes, -In-ey've been planting gardens jn vacant
lots, lnstalllng solar collectors and windmills on
rooftops and painting murals on the sides of
buildings. The residents of Low East Sida have had
some help with this. One group thatrs assisted
them is the Institute for Social Eeology. The
director of the Institute, Dan Chodorkoff, showed
me &round.

Dan Chodorkoff
People initially came into these buildings as
squatters and later were able to foree the eity to
turn over title and to make funds available for
rehabilitation. A lot of the work done here
initiauy was based on a model called Sweat Eouitv
Urban Homesteading. Sweat Equity Urba;
Homesteading allowed for people to actually
come into the buildings, and as these are low
ineome people laeking equity for down payments
to purehase their own homes, to put up their
sweat, their labour power as the equity. And
people were trained in basic construction
techniques and given the opportunity then to work
with technical assistance teams in rehabine the
buildings. And there are about 30 buildings that
are cuffently being homesteaded on the Lower
East Side now. The original plans, of course, had
called for almost 700 buildings to be
homesteaded. The neighbourhood is unfortunately
under tremendous pressure now from real estate
speculators and, though it's hard to believe as we
stand here looking at abandoned buildings and
derelict hulks, the neighbourhood is being
gentrified currently with rents quadrupling and
many of the low income tenants being forced out
to make way for a new generation of Yuppies.

David Cayley
It's a sad irony that success has turned against the
community in this way. But Yuppies aren't the
only problem, The Reagan administration has
added others as well by cutting back on federal
funds for housing programs. In the 19?0s, this
community relied on federal money for much of
its rehabilitation work.

Dan Chodorkoff
Cutbacks at the federal level have inhibited much

of the master plan for the Lower East Side from
being realized. That was a plan which was
developed, I might add, by a grass roots coalition
of community groups who met over a series of four
or five years, regrlar quartenly town meetings,
trying to bring together a of the residents of tiis
row lncome community to involve them in the
plannlng process. And the plan which they
developed was one which calGd really for thlcreation of a more or less self_reliant,
ecologically sound Lower East Side. Th;
transformation of this ghetto into a place of green
spa_ces, gardens, rooftop greenhouses, iolar
collectors, windmills, much of the technology
which we at the Institute for Social Ecolofr
advocate, and our technical assistanee aii
program planning assistance was instrumental in
helping to realize the parts of that vision which
were brought to life.

David Cayley
Despite finaneial setbaeks, people here have not
given up. In fact, across the street from where
Dan and'l were standing, there was a quotation
from the Bible painted on the side of a buiidins. It
was from the Book of Isaiah. It said, "Thev;hallrebuild the ancient ruins, the former wasted, they
shall rise up and restore the ruined cities desolatl
now for generations,r' We continued uD the street,

Dan Chodorkoff
One of the major problems that the neighbourhood
has faced has been street crime and tBrticularlv
drugs, drug dealing, The eorner which we iusi
passed back on East 3rd Street in fact was for a
long time an open air drug supermarket. Cars with
out of state plates would Iine up down the bloek to
purchase their drugs, and the police seeminglyy
did nothing about it. Last year, Uayor Xocir
instituted what was known as Operation pressure
Point, which was a major push to get the drug
dealers out of the Lower East Side. HereG
another building being homesteaded here on East
?th Street, and next to it is a community garden,
one of many here in the neighbourhood-. The
community gardens served as a marvellous focal
point for community organizing efforts. They
seemed to draw people into the organizing matrix
who ordinarily would have not become involved.
and they were a real focal point for
intergenerational contaet as well. In fact, manv
of the street gangs here on the Lower East Siae
became involved in the gardening projects and the
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open space work, and they began to come in off
the street and become involved in productive
Bctivity. This is the mural that we saw earlier. It's
always struck me as really remarkable. Itrs again
avery graphic depiction oI that ecological vision
of the Lower East Side that I mentioned earlier,
We see the windmil.l on the roof of the building,
rooftop solar greenhouses, The Low East Sidt
Community Centre with community art going on,
a green market in one corner, In the foreground
therers a protest against gentrification ani then
therers a crystal ball being held aloft by two hands
which has a green space with children holding
hands in a circle, and then homesteaders on one
side and plants growing and the sun shining. It's a
transformed cityscape which reflects the vision
for the Lower East Side which inspired people
here to create the very powerful and effective
eommunity movement whieh has borne fruit.

David Cayley
The community movement in Low East Sida has
not only transformed some buildings and vacant
lots, itrs also transformed the peoDle who Iive
there. And for Dan Chodorkoff. thit's the most
important thing about it.

Dan Chodorkoff
Each group which took over a building was
encouraged to aetually form a hoinesteading
association, to create their own regular meeting
forms, their own forms of leadership and to
develop not just the physical rehabilitation of the
buildings but the building of social forms and
political forms that can help to empower people
as well, And itrs that personal empowerment and
eommunity empowerment that I think is really the
most significant achievement of the movement in
Low East Sida.

Slimma Witliams
Gardens are constructed, and there are these
people who are destroying the gardens, The
government says that the city is going broke and
yet the salary for the government workers is going
up. Ha ha ha ha ha. Isn't that a joke. "Nightgliders the streets at night, where anything is
possible. Night gliders the streets at night..."

Any emergencies happen while I lvas out?

No. I have one cheque for you to sign...

David Cayley
The offiees of Rodale Press in Emmaus,
Pennsylvania, I found a word here for what I'd
seen a eouple of days earlier in Low East Sida.
"Regeneration" is what Bob Rodale ealls it.
Rodale is the founder of the Regeneration
Project, It aims to help communities rEnew their
lo-cal eeonomies. The projeet operates out of the
oflices of Rodale press, pubusher of about 40
books a year plus a number of successful
magazines, the most famous probably still the
original, Organic Gardening. Bob Rodale is
choosey about words, and he thinks the word
"regeneration" sets just the right framework for
com munity renewal.

Bob Rodale
Regeneration is really a fascinating idea. The
earth is regenerative. Therers somethins in this
earth that causes it to heal itself. Regeneiation is
rea-lly healing, but my basic perspeative is that
the healing force of the earth and within the
human body is more powerful than the destruetive
force. There are destructive forees of nature,
like floods, fire, earthquake, but if you look at the
history of the earth, these destructlve forces are
always fo.nowed by regeneration and the ea.rth
keeps, until the last few hundred years, it has kept
getting better and better. And there 

"re 
,anv

examples in human life, too, where illness oi
disturbance -- I'm really faseinated with the ideaof what is called benign disturbanee. Life is a
series of benign disturbances followed bv
regeneration and healing. But successful peopl6
who live very long, if you ask them, tell me 

-about
your life, you'll find that it wasnrt a flat, Ievel life.it was marked by disturbanees to which thev
responded in a regenerative way and becaml
stronger as a result. So in economic terms. that's
what werre thinking about, the benign distu"banee"
of a local eeonomy that cause it to trigger
regenerative actions and basieally pull itself up Uy
its bootstraps.

David Cayley
Bob Rodale derived his ideas on communitv
regeneration from work he was doine i-n
agriculture. He notieed that when land lies fallow,
it doesnrt just stay the same, it improves. So he
began to wonder if farms could regenerate in this
same way, and if they could do it by using their
own internal resources, for example, by using crop
rotations, green manure erops and eompost
instead of synthetic fertilizers, The idea worked,

and Economics
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and Bob Rodale decided it could atso be applied to
regenerative community improvement.

Bob Rodale
You see, the idea of regeneration in a farm is
based on the idea that there is a boundarv around
the farm where you can observe the input; coming
in- and you can study within the boundary what kind
of production is really happening and look at the
outputs going out over the boundary. Now,
regeneration of a community introduces the idea
that there's a boundary around the community. So
we try to establish what the boundarv is around the
community or the series of concentiic boundaries
for different eommodities and services. and then
we develop means to measure the vitaliiy of the
resourees within the boundaries and the amount of
inputs coming in over the boundary, So werre
creating indexes and manuals so that people in
communities can get a sense of the degree to
which they are regenerative now and their
potential to become more regenerative.

David Cayley
The Regeneration Project is now working with
communities in several American states, and the
idea has been adopted by other community
organizations as well. Ultimately, it involves a
new definition of economic well-being, one that
doesnrt just depend on the notion of economic
growth.

Bob Rodale
We encourage people not to think of growth as
muchasthriving, Like a regenerative community
would not neeessarily be a growing economy, but a
thriving economy. And there is a difference. We
haven't yet really found good ways to measure
what it means to thrive, but I know for a fact that
measurements of growth do not really translate
into a clear understanding of economic well-being.
Itrs possible for there to be a lot of eeonomic
misery within a growing eommunity, So we have
to really redefine what economic weli-being is,
and I think it needs to be marked bv a sense of
thriving with perhaps a whole different pattern of
activity and different value system. One example
is, &round here we have the Amish and ihe
Mennonites as farmers, and they have a very
thriving economy. They don't have insurance
polieies. They have no insurance industry because
they ali take care of themselves. Thev do a
tremendous amount of repair of their machinery
and they save a great deal. A thriving eommunity

would have, in addition to shopping malls, repair
malls where products would be repaired and
renewed and a remanufacturing industry. It would
be rebuilding from within.

Peter Fuller
Bob RodBle is baeking out right now and hers
coming over to the service department. His horn
had a problem on the way ove; here.

David Cayley
At the Automotive Recycling Company in nearby
Allentown, Pennsylvania, I found an example oi
regeneration at work. peter FuIIer. the
company's president, calls what thev do here
"whole automobile re m anufacturing, " and it
corresponds exactly to the Regeneration projectrs
idea of the productive re-use of resources,

Peter Fuller
We try to use as much of the car as we can. We
donrt try to hide anything. We re-use things that
may be a little tarnished, that donrt look new. but
again we're trying to retain as much as the value
of the car.

David Cayley
So what are the economics of the Drocess?

Peter Fuller
lvell, typically remanufacturing costs about 60
percent of new car replacement value, In some
cases, itrs as low as 50 percent, such as this 530-I
model. The new replacement value would be. on a
730 series car, and that would ,.. somewhere for
around $40,000. So this gen eman had his car
completely rebuilt for somewhere around
$16,000, so thatll give you an idea.

David Cayley
Thatrs way less than half,

Peter FuUer
That's way less than half, yes.

David Cayley
How will this eompare in durability to the new car,
do you think?

Peter Fuller
Well, our cars we feel will go at least 150,000
miles. And I would say you canrt ca-ll it new
Decause i s not new, but it certainlv has a
durability factor which we feel is equivalent to a
new car,

and Economies



David Cayley
How does it fit into the general regeneration
model that Rodale has been developing?

Peter Fuller
Basically regeneration means using less external
input, and what we're doing is wetre taking Bll the
internal input that we have right herJ in this
faciiity and that we hsve with th; products that
we're getting from people or ourselves. And werre
re-using up to 90 percent of those original parts
and of the car. We do buy new parts from the
original manufacturers, through dealers, but we
also buy on the aftermarket. But a considerable
amount of what is used in the car are rebuilt parts
or good used parts which were originally on the
car or that we find.

David Cayley
lvhich means that in terms of remanufaeturins
rather than new, yourre substituting labour foi
new capital.

Peter Fuller
Thatrs exactly correct.

David Cayley
And that has an impaet within the communitv as
weIl.

Peter Fuller
Absolutely. We employ at any given time
anywhere from 30 to 60 people, depending on our
backlog and depending on the time of year.

David Cayley
Who would otherwise be employed in Germany or
Sweden.

Peter Fuller
Yes, we caII it remanufaeturing in Ameriea,.. But
this is a technique that we hope to expand to
government vehicles. We are now being
approached by Arkansas, Pennsylvania, Tennessee
and also lllinois in terms of startine a
remanufacturing facility in their states for
government vehieles. Instead of the government
going out and buying new vehieles, they can
employ people in their state and save tax dollars
by remanufacturing.

David Cayley
Regenernation, as Bob Rodale said earlier. is a
response to disturbance, and one of the greatest

disturbances in our economy today is
unemployment. Many eommunities have been
trying to respond to this by ereating their ownjobs. That means also creating more self-
sufficient local economies, Guy Dauneey is a
British writer who has written several books on
unemployment. In Great Britain, he has observed
the spontaneous g?owth of what he calts
community economics.

Guy Dauneey
Because people at the level of their own local
economies have been observing that the
employers can no longer be relied upon to create
new jobs beeause of new teehnology and other
factors, they've been looking around and saying,
who the hell cares about our loeal economy, whose
responsibility is it to create jobs, and they've
often been discovering that the normal munieipal
policy or provincial policy is simply to go out
prospecting for a big Japanese company or a big
American company to come in and provide more
jobs. But that has become a real beggar's option in
the last few years because there are so manv
municipalities and provinces and states oui
chasing very few footloose industries. In Britain,
especially in Scotland in the north, localities have
been saying, look, this is ridiculous. Let's begin to
develop our own latent indigenous entrepreneurial
talent. In other words, how can we encourage
people locally to stBrt up in business themselves,
and this means that you have to create a network
of new economic institutions. The most common
one in Britain is ealled the Loeal Enterorise
Agency, We have about 240 of these, and theytre
basieally small shop-front business start-up
centres, not hidden away on the sixth floor of a big
government offiee block, but very much like the
butcher's shop or the bakerts shop, where you can
wall< in, have your questions asked about vour
business ideas. And the interestjng thing is ihat
the cost of job creation through these agencies is
around $4,000 for each new job created. And just
to give some measure of comparison, the British
government's Enterprise Zone Policy, which is
setting aside certsin parts of the country to be
special tax havens, and all sorts of rebates and
stuff iike that. The eost of job creation in those
areas is $80,000 per job created, and werre looking
at $4,000, a twenty-fold decrease in the cost. And
werve had the same experienee with the local
agencies that start up cooperatives. Theytre
coming out with a cost per new cooperative job
created through producer eooperatives and worker
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eooperatives of again $4,000 per job. And the
other interesting thing is that the survival rate of
these things is very different from what werdexpect. The normal folklore is that three
businesses in ten will survive three vears. In other
wordE^ seven will go under. In Am-erica, they say
that 80 percent donrt survive five vears. i{hai
werre finding through these new locai institutions
as part of the community economic development
thrust 

-is _that those figures are being totally
reversed, that is, seven or eight out of ten arl
surviving three years. And in the States. thevrre
quoting that 80 percent are surviving five yeirs.
And the reason is that we are short--cuttiig therbeggar take the hindmost'r type attitude, liki you
set up your business in private, you get to mike
profits in private and you die in private. And the
eommunity is getting actively involved in
supporting enterprises because they produee jobs,
they produce wealth for the locality. And thLre's
a. faseinating reappraisal going on politically on
this because there are right-wingers 

-involvedin it
and there a.re left-wingers involved in it, there are
people in the Green movement involved in it. there
are housewives living on estates involved in it. I
call it transpolitical as a movement because i s
drawing on the best aspects of traditional right-
wing thought, meaning a belief in enterpr-ise.
initiative, standing on your own feet and-selfl
reliance, stuff like that, and the best asDects of
left-wing thought, which to me express a concern
for our friends and neighbours, for our local
community, collective thinking and a concern for
the environment, And it puts them together in a
new sort of strategy at the loeal levei, which to
me has the seeds for a new way of local eeonomic
thinking for the next eenturv.

David Cayley
This_ new strategy is appearing throughout
continental Europe and North America as well. In
the United States, for example, the Institute for
Community Eeonomics estimates there are now
nearly 40 community loan funds in existence.
These funds tap both publie and private sources,
then-ehannel money into grass roots community
development. Here in Canada, we're also starting
new organizations to finance communitv businesi
development. One of the leaders in this field is
the city of Nanaimo in British Columbia.

Don MacMillan
This was aII raw land when we started six vears
ago, and as you can see now, we've got a niee iittle

neat complex. Weproduce about2T/2 million fish
a year -- chinook, coho, ehum -- and up to last
year, we also produeed steelhead.

David Cayley
The Nanaimo River Salmon Enhaneement project
is.a sma-ll-scale hatchery, It creates jobs and
rebuilds local salmon stoeks. It also benefits the
eommunity . indirectiy by creating economic
splnolts ln both eommercial and sports fishing.
The salmon hatchery is a project ofthe Nanaiml
Commmunity Employment Advisory Society. The
Society started in 1975 with funds frorn the
federal government. Sinee then, its coordinator.Don Macl\4illan, says theyrve created g0
businesses and more than 500 jobs in the Nanaimo
area.

Don MacMillan
I guess we're one of the first communities in
Canada to actually have the opportunity to
experiment with community economic
development. And, you know, once we set our
planning into motion, one of the first functions we
had was to go around to the local lenders and sav
well, here's what we are about, communitv basei
and went to stimulate employment, etc, ete. A lot
of the local banks just looked at us like we were
crazy. What do you mean, community economic
development? Community getting involved in
business, I mean, whatrs all this stuff? However.
we kept on banging at doors, banging at doors, and
it's like anything, I guess. Whaf you need is
success -- success tells the story. And after we
got two or three projeets up and running -- and we
were very very eautious intentionally - we didnrt
want to just take that 9500,000 and just throw it
out into the community. So we planned
intentionally three projecti in one year, X number
of jobs, I think it was 20 to 30 jobs we wanted to
create. By accessing and sort of banging on the
doors and sucking on the hind tit as far as securitv
goes, in our position, those businesses flourishei
and the banks, the decisions makers started to
think well, maybe there is something here.

David Cayley
The Nanaimo Community Employment Advisory
Society only puts up part of the capital for a new
business. The owner must also have a stake,
however small. The balance comes from banks,
credit unions or private investors. The soeietvrs
commitment to the project gives them tire
incentive to invest. So far. onlv six of the



society's businesses have failed, and its debt loss is
much lower than most banks would expect, only
about 1 1/2 percent per year. This is remarkablv
similar to what Guy Dauncey described earlier in
Great Britain: the very low failure rate of
businesses started through Iocal enterprise
agencies. Community loan funds in the United
States report a similarly high rate of suceess. Don
MacMillan thinks there are two reasons for this.
The first is that community-based organizations
like his don't just loan money, they also provide
teehnical assistance and moral support. If a
project's in trouble, theyll step in and'hetp rather
than just puliing their loan. The second reason.
and this helps explain the low debt loss, has to do
with community involvement. people repay their
loans beceuse they know the money will
recirculate in the community and help other
businesses as well. Here's an example.

Don MacMillBn
A lady came in three or four years ago, and this is
very typical. She had just finished a two-year
orploma, a course at the college, recently
divorced, single parent, no eredit historv.
However, she had one asset, and that was out of-a
divorce settlement, a 3z-foot converted tugboat.
She went and secured a contract with faderal
fisheries for surveillance work for the summer. a
five month contra.ct. I think the contract was $26-
271000. However, part of the contractual
agreement was that she had to have $7-9.000
worth of electronic gear, which she didnrt have in
the vessel. So with the contract in hand, she goes
toa credit union and wants to borrow $8 or $9,000.
No ... She came to us, we took a look at the
contract, sat down with her, and she really didnrt
need 8 or 9, she needed $12,000 because she
needed some working capital because the
government was six weeks in paying, etc. etc. We
took a chattel on the vessel, advanced her $12,000
on a demand basis, and so it was six months down
the road that she had to pay us. We catled the
note, and she came in with a certified cheoue for
$12,000 sorne odd dollars. She said, "you know,
Irve worked hard for this money. If it hadnrt been
for you people, (a) I wouldn't have gotten it, but (b)
if it had been a conventional lender, I don't know if
I'd have paid it all baek." Then she paid us. Now
she's still operating.

David Cayley
Nanaimo's Community Employment Advisory
Society exists to create jobs, but that's not iti

only objective. It also exists as a tool which can
shape the direetion of the local economy. For
example, the society tries to support loeal
production of goods and services which now have
to be imported into the community, and in this
way it tries to strengthen and diversify Nanaimors
economy. The society is also interested in ecology
-- it won't support industries that poliute
Nanaimors environment. And it's equallv
concerned about the welfare of the oeople who
work in the businesses it suDports.

Don MacMillan
We donrt want to use capitalism, it doesn't matter
what scale, to be abusive to the emolovee. We
dontt like piecework, as an exampler'ani in so,n"
cases we've turned down assistanee because of
that piecework. We've turned down assistance
because of the ettitude of the applicant towards
their workers. On the other hand. we've involved
in worker-owned enterprises, and that's a
relatively new phenomenon for us in Nanaimo
here, and it takes a helluva lot of work. youknow,
decision making and whors who in the zoo. So i s
just not black and white. Youtve got to take a look
at the viability of the business and then yourve got
to sB.y okay, how's this business going to operate.
And werve turned down a viable business because
of certain attitudes.

David Cayley
To suceeed, community economic development
needs the support of the whole community, and
over the last eleven years, Don MaeMillan says
hers seen quite a change in the communityrs
attitude. At first, there was resistance, but todav
both the community and the city council are far
more open to the idea, In fact, many eommunities
a-re now embracing the idea of local economic
development, So much so, in fact, that Don
MacMillan worries itrs becoming a bit of a fad, and
he lvonders whether all the enthusiasm and
expectations mightnrt lead to disappointment, a
disappointment which could undermine the
excellent long-term prospeets. And so he leaves
us a word of caution.

Don MacMillan
Community economic development is a buzzword
right now. I mean, everybody, everybody is on the
bandwagon. I remember giving a presentation to
the chamber of commerce six-seven years ago,
and it was viewed as "commie talk,r' Now it is
established -- itrs establishment. yourve sot the



provincial government, youtve got the federal
government, yourve got the Right, you've got the
Left, yourve got every sector involved in
eommunity+ased economiedevelopment. It's not
a panacea for economic recoverv.

David Cayley
Don MacMiIIan's caution about communitv iob
creation suggests that a strategy for ecoioriric
regeneration mustntt rely on only one component.
It may also involve revising our ideas about work
and about the proper role of technology in our
economy. Technology, that is, big technology is
the particular bete noir of George McRobie.
George McRobie co-founded - England's
Intermediate Technology Development Group
with the late E.F. Schumacher. Schumaeher died
in 19?7 and sinee then, McRobie has continued to
preach the gospel of human scale technology. He
believes wetve allowed our existing technologies
to create unemployment by failing to ask
ourselves what work is really for.

George McRobie
So far, economists and others have paid very Iittle
attention to the meaning and content of work
itself, We regard work as a cost, a necessary
chore that has to be done in order to produce goods
and services. Now, Schumaeher and those who
followed him, and indeed many who preceded him,
said that work has several functions. One is to of
course produce necessary goods and services. But
another function is to bring out the creativity in
human beings, to develop their skills to the highest
possible point. A third function would be to
enable people to work together, to socialize, not
in the political sense, but to socialize us, to enable
us to work together, to cooperate instead of
promoting this idea that everyone is out fighting
with everyone else. Now, this leads you to the
idea thBt one of the things we should be studying
would be human eeology. Now, human eeology
would require us to look at the nature of work
itself. What is the impact of work on the worker?
Can we really afford a teehnology that dulls
peoplers minds and destroys their initiatives? We
need a technology that does the reverse.
Secondly, the geographical distribution of work.
Must we have a technology which concentrates
people into eities, which are really slow gas
chambers? Certainly cities in developing
countries are. Can we not have a teehnology that
more evenly distributes activity geographically?
And thirdly, the question of the ownership, the

social organization of work. We seem to believe
that there are only two forms of ownership -private and state - but there are manv oth.r
forms of ownership which we are norv seeing
beginning to develop, ln Britain and on the
Continent and in the U.S.A., North America.
workers' cooperatives, for example, and
eom munity cooperatives, and these are new forms
of ownership which we need to expand if people
are going to be given a chanee of having more
control over their economie environment.

David Cayley
These new forms of ownership are now expanding
quite rapidly. Aceording to George McRobie,
more than 1,000 workers cooperatives have been
started in Britain in the last ten years. In the b0
years before that, he says, there were only ten.
Workersr cooperatives are also expanding
elsewhere. In Canada, most notably in euebec.
George McRobie also suggests we need to evaluate
the meaning of work for the worker and not just
for the economy. Guy Dauncey is also interested
in that, and in his experience, thatrs exae y what
people are doing,

Guy Dauneey
One of the hidden revolutions of our time is that
firstly, more people than ever before are changing
their jobs voluntarily, in spite of high
unemployment. More people are wanting part-
time jobs, flexible work options and a freedom to
define their own working life. Very different to
the expectations that we were reared with. which
is basically that you get a job in your early 2Ors,or
rvhen you leave school, and you work at that job
until you retire. And you're told when to have a
holiday, and you're told when to go off for
training, and you're told when to retire, andittsall
looked after by someone else. Ivhat's emerging
now in the new patterns of work is people wanting
to define how they work for themselves, and so
what is beginning to appear is a new definition of
full employment whereby everyone has a fulfilling
Iivelihood, but it may not be 40 hours a week for 48
weeks a year for 40 years a life. It may take many
different shapes and forms. Whether itrs similai
to what the Winnipeg teachers do -- itrs called V
Time, or the deferred salary leave plan in
teehnical terms, They ean buy into a scheme
whereby for four years they take a reduction in
salary, they save up at a tax reduceable rate, they
store the money in savings and then they buy a
year off, with the guarantee that they get their job



baek at the end of the year, And when an
employer has a fixed number of people that are
do.ing this every year, that employer can simply
take on an extra 25 or 30 workers, depenCing hbw
many people are taking time off. So I think this is
gotng to be very, very big.

David Cayley
Work sharing, part-time work, deferred salarv
sabbaticats. All of these promise some reductioir
tn unemployment, as Iong as there are iobs to
sh.are. tsut what happens when there aren't'enough
jobs to go around? Tha s what people in Sudbur:y,
Ontario are trying to deal with. ln the last i5
years, Sudbury has seen employment in its mining
industry eut in half. Technol6gieal innovationl
intern€tional eompetition and declining demandfor nickel have all played a part in thisf Sudbury
has tried to bounce back by diversifying its
economy, and to a remarkable extent. it has
succeeded by focussing on mining equipment,
health, edueation, tourism, sport and the-aris, tt'i
also come up with a long-range plan for theregion. But even so, there are limits to the
number of jobs they cen create, and even the newplan recognizes this. Narasin Katarv is the
director of long-range planning for the regional
municipality of Sudbury. He suggests we can no
Ionger afford to think of work onlv in terms of
paying jobs.

Narasin Katary
We have suggested in the plan that dependence on
the formal eeonomy, which is through the jobs and
through the traditional means on whieh we have
depended since the industrial revolution besan in
1760, those avenues are closed to a large eitent.
Not many new traditional jobs are likely to be
created, although some will be. So what we are
suggesting is there should be a greater reliance on

lh" .informal eeonomy, consisting of the
nousenotd, communal and the underground sector.
What we mean by that is we sl.rould enable people
to depend upon themselves. In a way, itts tne bld
argument, if you want to be really progressive, if
you go far baek enough in time, youll be ahead of
everybody else. That was the way we were. We
depended upon ourselves for our own basic needs.
And we are suggesting in a number of families that
pay ?e the only option, subjeet to a nation8lly
introduced guaranteed annual income for easit
transactions. The rest of it weare suggesting that
people should explore depending upon themselves
through barter, if you will. If I do accounting work

for my neighbour and he fixes up my electrical
work in my home, then neither one of us is worse
off. We both are better off.

David Cayley
Do you eontemplate then a kind of dual economv
or dual society in Sudbury, where some of thLpopulation will have relatively high wage
employment in the formal economy anO this othir
group wiII have a kind of subsistence, barter_
based way of Iife?

Narasin Katarjr
I lvould not characterize it as a subsistence
economy. But I am submitting to you that itrs notjust Sudbury that this form of a dual economv is
emerging, it's emerging throughout most of ihe
industrialized societies. That formal eeonomy
will concentrate on the economically efficienl
way of producing goods, using the mosi advanced
technologies available in order to remain
competitive, whereas there would be an informal
economy which would depend on the household,
eommunal and the underground seetor, which
would be mos y outside the private market
economy, So there would be two social classes. if
you will. It has been an axiom sinee 1?60 that
people who are able and willing to work should
have a job. I think for the first time, well
distinguish between job and work. All of us have
plenty of work to do. Many of us wonrt have jobs.

David Cayley
How can planning and publie policy generally
support the informal economv?

Narasin Katary
I think the first thing I would like to do is, we give aIot of incentives for small businesses to do a
number of things, I'd like to ask a simple question:
Why don't we treat the household as a oroduction
unit and give it the same benefit thBt we Eive for
all the smaII businesses? Whatrs the differJnce if I
work in my basement or whether I go and work in a
workshop a few blocks away? I6e eve through
legislation, through policy, the household can 6e
treated as a produetion unit and be given the same
privileges that are enjoyed by other businesses.
The choice is very limited. you have to make it
possible for everybody to become a producer of
wealth, a producer of produets, a piodueer of
services, so that they can depend upon themselves.

David Cayley
Sudbury is certainly not the only place in Canada



with serious economic problems. Cape Breton
Island, for example, has its share, bu[ it wasn't
always that way. Cape Breton was one of the first
parts of the eountry to be industrialized, The
Canadian Trade Review for 1900 called it 'rthePittsburgh of Canada.rt But after the Seeond
Wo-rld War, the area went into a slow decline, and
today it has the dubious distinction of havine the
countryrs highest unernployment rate. -The
economic changes in Cape Breton have been
agonizing for the people there. Among them,
Father Greg Mcleod. Greg Meleod grew up in
Cape Breton, In the '60s, he went to Europe-for
graduate work in philosophy. Then he came horne,
returning via South America and i\4ontreal,

Greg Maclcod
I arrived back from South America into Montreal,
and it was really nice to get back into the
developed world with all the amenities -- nice.
new buildings, services, things clean, hustle and
bustle. A tremendously optimistic attitude, at
Ieast in the '70s around Montreal and Toronto.
And then when I hit Cape Breton, it really, it was
like a cold bath. The buildings were worse than
when I had left. There had been no new
construetion. There were old buildings and high
unemployment, Things were closing down, more
coalmines were elosing, and the most ambitious
government program was subsidies on the train
fare to go out to Alberta.
David Cayley
Greg Meleod had no sympathy for the idea of
uprooting people from their communities and
transporting them to far-away jobs. He wanted
the jobs to come to the people, and he was
convineed it could happen. So in 1973, Mcleod
and his colleagues founded the Cape Breton
Association for Cooperative Development. Later,
they caued it New Dawn.

Greg Maeleod
New Dawn - it's very interesting and in a way
quite simple, We had a group of people who were
concerned about the community, first of all, and
thatrs what was fundamental. ive wanted to do
something to help our community here in Cape
Breton. Number two, we wanted to do it in such a
way that it would not be a charity. lve did not
want to be continually dependent on handouts, and
so we said le|s try and make this into a business so
that we will generate money and well be able to
keep ourselves going and be independent. And at
that time, we figured the safest area to go into,

where you could do some good and also make a bit
of money, was real estate. And so we bought one
building, and we renovated it and rented it, and
with the rent we had a cash flow and built up a
Iittle money. We were able to buy another building
and employ people to renovate it and provide
housing, improve the neighbourhood. We did all of
those sorts of things, and it was very pragmatic,

David Cayley
Today, New Dalvn's assets are worth more than $3
million. Most of its holdings are inreal estate, but
at various times, New Dawn has also operated a
eonstruetion company, a woodlot, two dental
clinics and an old people's home. One of Greg
McLeod's great inspirations has been the
Mondragon Cooperative in the Basque region of
Spain, It's a group of cooperatively owned
manufaeturing businesses. Its products range
from truck bodies to domestic appliances. Greg
Mcleod went to see Mondragon for himself and
was very impressed.

Greg Maeleod
What I like about it is it breaks all the rules. In
Nova Seotia, every time we talked about trying to
do something up here in Cape Breton, the
planners, , economists, university+ased
economists, the government planners, would say
no no, it wontt work. You donrt have this, you need
a world class airport, you need these kinds of
resourees, you have to have this concentration of
population. For a while, they were telting us in the
r70s that the Maritimes should be 90 percent
urbanized, and Halifax should be a city of half a
million, that's double its present size, in order to
bring about eeonomic spinoff. And they knew this
because of their studies that they had done all over
the world, and their models that thev had
developed. Thatts the way the thing works. And
according to all these plans, Cape Breton was just
not earmarked for development - for good
scientifie reasons. Okay. Then I looked at this
place in Mondragon, It's in the Pyrennees, in the
mountains. It reminded me of Ingonish, northern
Cape Breton. No railway, They didn't even have a
railway going in, and no airport, no waterway. The
only aceess was along these mountainous roads by
truck. And yet, in these small towns, you have a
billion-dollar business, factories producing
fridges, stoves, truck bodies for Volvo, and there's
no really big eity. The biggest town was about
20,000. So I began to read up more on it and look
at it and visit it.



David Cayley
For Greg McL,eod, community eeonomics involves
more than just a ehange in how we do things. It
involves the change in how we look at the world.
Modern economics is based on a meehanical model
of how things work - do this and that will happen.
But community economics, he says, requires a
more organic view.

Greg Macleod
A big problem that I have had all along with the old
economic approach is fragmentation, $/here the
program looks at only one dimension of the human
reality, taekles only that and negleets a whole
other spectrum. Now, my own approach is that inreality everything is connected. The economic
Iife of a person, their job, their cultural life, their
social Iife, their spiritual Iife -- it's all connected.I found out only later that the definition of an
ecologieal attitude would be one that recognizes
that ev-erything is connected, So I consider my
view of economics is ecological, so I considei
myself an ecologist.

David Cayley
In Greg Mcleod's thinking, economies and eeology
come together. Right now, we tailor our
communities to our economy. He thinks we should
do it the other way around: tailor the economy tothe community, Whether we ean do it is a
question now facing us all. And so Greg Mcleod
believes we may be watching our own future
unfoiding in Cape Breton.

Greg Macleod
At the present time, we have a very interesting
situation in Cape Breton where the federa-l
government has decided to initiate a new
organization ealled Enterprise Cape Breton. They
admit, the federal government admits, that ali
the old approaehes have not worked in Caoe
Breton, and theyrve chosen Cape Breton as a pilbt
project to test some new approaches. And I think
that it|s fascinating for the whole country to look
at this and to see will it work or not. Now. mv
qu_estion is, Irm very hopeful and I hope that ihe;/
will really experiment and they will not try to do
the same old things, using different names but
actually using the old bureaucratic, quasi-
scientifie approach which is centralist and
controlled by people somewhere else. And the test
for me is going to be on whether it wilt be geared
to merely attraeting industry to come in from
other plaees, or will it be geared to promoting

growth of the local community. Now, to promote
growth of the local community in terms of the
local community is ecological. Attractins
industry from other places in most cases is non--
eeological because the main concern is not
whether that new industry will fit into the local
ecology, the hum an-€ocial-cultural ecology, but
whether they will bring new money in. The
problem is bigger than money for me.

Lister Sinclair
You've been listening to New Ideas on Economics
and Ecology, written and presented by David
Cayley. Technical operations, Lorne T\rlk.
produetion assistant, GaiI Brownell and
production, Sara Wolch.

The executive producer of Ideas is Bernie Lucht
and I'm Lister Sinclair, cood niAht.
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New Ideas in Ecology & Economics

Toward an Ecologicaf Societv. Montreal: Black Rose Books, 1980.

Dauncey, Guv. Nice Work If You Can Get rt. National Extension College,
f8 Brooklands Ave., Cambridge, England. CB2 2HN, 1983.

Deval1 8i11, and George Sessions, eds. Deep Ecology. Saft Lake City:
Peregrine Smith Books, 1985

Dyson, Wifl-iam and William Nichols. The Informal Economy: where
People Are the Bottom Line. Ottawa: V,I.F. Publications, I983.

Evernden, NeiI. The Natural AIien. Universily of Toronto Press' 1965.

Hawken, Paul. The Next Economy. New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston'19t

Henderson, Haze1. Creating Alternative Futures: The End of Economics.
New York: Putnam, 1978.

The Politics of the Solar Age. New York: Doubleday, 1981.

Conservation. Toronto:Livingstone, John. The Fallacy of WildIife
McClef l-and and Stewart, 1981.

Macleod, Greg. New Aqe Business. Ottawa: Canadian Council- on Social
Development, I986.
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Pnqf Sr-arr-i f v Anar..hrsm. Mont rea 1 : Black Rose Books

Honest Business. Random House,

Earthbank Guide to Sustainable
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1981.

Rackowski, Carolyn and Catherine Burton.
Economics. Washington: Earthbank
Cfinton, Washington USA 98236, 1985

/:6^Yda emr '1 I T c Possrble. London: Abacus, I981.
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Ross, David and Peter Usher. From the Roots Up: Economic Developmer-
As If Community Mattered. New York: Bootstrap press, Crotort'
Hudson, New York. 1986.

Schumacher, E.F. Small Is BeautifuL: A Studv of Econonics As If
People Ptatt 9731.

shephard, Pau1. !C!ll!e 3ld__{eC!g Sierra CLub Books, 198 3.

Todd, John and Nancy Jack Todd. Tomorrow Is Our Permanent Address,
New York: Harper & Row' 1980.

Bioshelters, Ocean Arks, Citv FarmiIlg: Ecologv as the Basis of
DEE]gn. Sierra Club,/Randorn House, 1984.

The Trumpeter; Voices from the Canadian Ecophilosophy Network, Allen
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St. Anne-de-Be l levue ,
Quebec. H9X 1C0

Planet Drum Foundation 'P.U. IJOX J.LZ)1
San Franci sco,
California 9 4131, U. S.A.

Institue for Social Ecology
P. O. Box 384,
Qor-hosf or - ve-rront 05767
U.S.A.

Nanaimo Cornrun ity Emplolrment
Advisory Service,
241 Selby Street,
Nanaimo,
British Colunbia. v9R 1S5

Nee, Alchemy Institute
t 17 Hrt--hvi 1 'l o Pn:d
East Falmouth, Maine
u.5-A- UZTJO

R FrrFn p r,a I i on Pro_ier:t
Rodal-e Press
33 East Minor
Ernmaus, Pennsylvania 18049
U-S-A.

New Dawn Enterprrses,
P. O. Box 1055,
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LET Systems & Green Doll-ars
Michael Linton
Landsman Community Se rvi ce s
375 Johnston Avenue ,
Courtenay, Brit j- sh Columbia
V9N 2Y2.

"New Ideas in Ecology and Economics' was prepared and presented by
David Cayley. Producer: Sara Wo1ch. Technician: Lorne Tulk.

A printed transcript of this 4-part series is available through
CBC Enterprises, P.o. Box 6440, Station A, Montreal H3c 3L4. Send
a cheoue or *onev order for S5.00.


